Glimpses

Farm, Garden, and Household.
Seeding

to

J.CAN

Grass.

Your correspondents often ask for the
best method of seeding down to grass.
Grass or hay is the principal crop grown in
the vicfnty for market, ami much >.* tent ion
is given to the cultivation of grasses Hn,i
the management of grass-land.
Perhaps a
statement of our practice in seeding down
will be of some service to others
Of course, the time and maun, oi seeding down must depend upon the character
o! Hit soil and its
varying conditions ; but
there are four methods generally adopted
here, viz- seeding in the fall on inverted
sod; seeding i* flit spring on inverted
sod
tin
s,., lice
ni
spring with small
grain, m l -ceding in midsummer among

VOLUME
The

Cow

13.

_BELFAST.

House.

“Rock

Strict attention should ho
paid to all
parts of the cow house; sound feed, (loanlim s> in the stalls punctual
feeding, likewise place the cows according to their

temper,

not

two
evil disposed animals
also as the one or the other loves
need he said in regard to the first a warmer or cooler
l.itt,
spot. The cow house
We find, however, tiiat to suo- should be
met ho 1
airy, but not exposed to draft.
we
well here
must sow between the
eee t
The strewing of straw should be well
loth of September and tin- middle of Octo- attended
to, the more the better for the
ber. and that about October 1st is the cows,
particularly in winter, when cold.
safest time.
If sown earlier tin- seed may The stalls must
be cleaned three times a
sprout and even root, and then if a few hot week, and the
feeding doors or troughs
occur
the
and
seeds
are
drying days
plants
swept twice a day. In fact, evervting in
If sown later, there is danger the cow house
destroyed
should be calculated to
that cold weather may prevent the plants make the
animal feel comfortable in it.
trom getting sufficient size and foothold to
Perfect cleanliness throughout the cow
stand the winter, and they may lie killed or house, to
keep out the stench, should be
thrown out of the ground bv freezing. This the rule, else the milk will
suffer from it,
time i» also often chosen for seeding down even
And here i
during the milking.
old ground after a lioed crop lias been
would call attention to an unpardonable
taken from the land, hut we cannot clear
so
often met with at cow houses.
neglect
oti a corn crop in season for this method.
1 mean the perfect disregard of the valuable
Still. 1 should think the fields of your corremanuring fluid which is produced in row
in Maryland might tie prepared houses and
spondent
from dung hills, anil which so
add safely sown after the removal of the ofteu is left to
run into a ditch or creek
corn.
near by, instead of being
caught in some
Sometimes the following course is pur- I vat or
vessel, and used as a most valuable
sued
The land, inverted sod or old manure.
Yet every farmer knows that
ground, is put in good condition late in without manure worn land cannot, he cultiautumn, and tin seed i> sown just before
vated.
fine must have seen European
the ground freezes, that it may settle into farms, where
they canuot afford to waste
the soil and le
ready to grow on the anything, to make this great, error in some
earliest return of spring.
In this course
American farms right glaring.
there is danger that the washing of the
Currying cows as an act of cleanliness i
soil in winter will destroy the evenness of would
recommend, and the dailv washing
the sowing by depositing The seed too the udder
must he attended to by all means.
thickly in the lower parts of the Held, and All this has considerable influence on the
leaving other spots Imre ot seed. To escape health ot the cow. as well as on her
promischief the second method is adopted. ductiveness of milk.
The land is put in good condition for the
I' now and then happens that a cow,
seed late in autumn, and in March, or just
heretofore good, suddenly shows a decrease
as soon as the frost
begins to come out of in her milk. This never should he a reason
the ground, the seed is sown. It is seldom
for neglecting her; on the contrary, she
that the young plants are injured by the should have a
very comfortable, clean,
heat of summi t' by ’his method, unless hot
airy hut warm place, and the best of feed.
and dry weather immediately succeed the Sin- will soon
recover, provided an actual
cutting; but the crop is much less than disease has not set in. In the tending of
when it is -*own the preceding September.
calves in the cow house, special regard
1 he seed Usually catches well; the honey- should be
paid to those which show the
comb condition of the surface, produced marks of future
great milk productiveness,
'jy successive freezing and thawing of the and as such are intended to be added to the
surface before the frost is out below, takes
stock of tiie dairy farm.
in and covers the seed suJlloiently without
any labor thereon.
I ne third method—seeding down with
Grease, or Scratches in Horses.
small grain -is not practised so much as it
was formerly.
This disease, by exposure of the feet
Our soil is good for barley,
hi
it was formerly sown with the grassand then neglecting to take care of them,
seed.
But a good catch of the grass is now sometimes assumes a chronic form, and
the main object, and barley is but little becomes so obstinate that a cure is
really
sown, as the young grass
So far as we have observed, it
is often—most difficult.
often—seriously injured, and sometimes commences iu the fetlock, but Mnvhow
wholly destroyed by the sun and wind on says that the earliest symptom of the disthe removal of the barley, as they make a
ease is an enlargement of the legs.
If the
denser shade while growing, and the young hair is then examined, it, will be discovered
loaded with scurf about the roots, while
grass is always unhealthy and tender when
the oats are taken off.
Wheat is never Otic hind foot will be frequently seen emsown here.
We find rye to be less injurious ployed to scratch the back of the opposite
than any other grain to the grass; hut it leg.
should be sown thin and reaped high, leavOn applying the hand to the heel and (eling a long stubble tor the protection of the lock, the parts will he found hot. and the
animal will show signs of pain
Tin* grain thus obtained is
young grass.
The parts
of little account, but the straw brings a
have a greasy fee], and the morbid matter
which comes out. has a fetid, unpleasant,
higher price than the best hay.
Tfie best catch and growth of grass are smell.
As the disease progresses, the
obtained
by the fourth mode —sowing parts become swollen, inllammation inIn this method the manure creases, and the disease is quite liable to
<mong corn.
is harrowed in
(though sometimes a little extend above the heel, into the leg. It
fine old manure Is put under the corn), the
is then likely to assume a malignant characland is furrowed, corn is planted in hills,
ter, is very loathsome, to those in attenor rather in
dance, and is quite painful to the animal.
squares without, hills, and no
hilling up is done in the cultiva'ion of the It then affects the general health, the
torn, but rare is taken to keep the ground
appetite is impaired, and the horse is iu a
1 *vel.
At the hist working of the corn, bad way.
when it is about two feet high (here the
In a late number of the Live Stool; Jour-tter part of July), the whole field is gone
nal we find the following receipt, which
over by the cultivator in one direction ; and
seems to have been
perfectly effectual in
then from time to time as opportunity and
curing this troublesome disease. Tie- artithe condition of the ground afford a chance cles used are so readily obtained, and the
to put in ihe seed,
strips of the field are application of them so easy, that the recultivated in the other direction, being ceipt becomes of great value, if it proves
careful to cultivate only a> much as can be successful in many eases.
seeded down at once, so as Jo have newlv
Having a pair of horses badly affected
stirred soil for the seed whenever it is
with scratches on hind feet, I tried the
sown.
The seed u then sown over the remedy recommended in your paper some
whole surface thus cross-cultivated in the months since; first cleansed the parts
same manner if would Vw» were there no
affected, with castile soap, and then took
growing corn upon the ground. Immedi- carbolic acid, reduced witli twenty parts
ately alter thus sowing the seed, the land of water to one of acid, and applied witli a
should be worked "ver with a hand imple- sponge, covering the heel with a dry handment. either a hoe to “chop'’ the seed in
Three applications produced a perage.
and level the surface, or, in more friable
fectly satisfactory cure. Shortly after
soils, with a steel rake to “brush” the soil ward I advised this application for a neigh
level, and thus cover the seed and leave bor's horse, and it worked in an equally
the surface all rigid.
Grass thus sown
In the last ease the
satisfactory manner.
starts more evenly, and makes a larger and
odor was quite offensive from the diseased
healthier growth before winter than it does part, and the carbolic acid corrected this at
in any other manner, and yields a full crop
once.
[N. E. Farmer.
The next summer. The growing corn shades
It, from the heat and drought of August,
The Narragan9ett Turkey.
without stifling it, and the removal of the
corn
lets in the sun and air at, just the
This
is
one ot the largest anti hardiest of
right time to have it harden up before winII is raised in
ter.
When the corn is harvested it is cut all tile breeds of turkeys.
the greatest perfection in the Southeastern
up at the ground, and the next April, while
Connecticut
and
Rhode
Island, a region
th«* ground is soft, a workman with a large.
famous for its tine poultry. Turkeys do
Jong-handled mallet made for the purpose,
well
the
sea board, and
or
a light
along
beetle, goes over the ground remarkably
almost every tarmer remote from tile vildriving all the corn stubs (in two rows at a
has bis tloek.
ft. is not. uncommon to
tramp) into the ground, and out of the lages
find docks of lront one to two hundred
way of the mower and rake. This method
the product of about a dozen liens,
requires more hand labor than either of the birds,
under the skilful management of a
poultry
others, but the advantages of it are so
woman or liov.
Of course, they do some
great as amply to compensate for the extra
damage to grain; but this evil is counterlabor.
So much care and labor as we
bestow upon the process here might not be balanced by the enormous destruction of
From June to September
best where both land and hay are cheap; or Insects secured.
they subsist mainly upon grasshoppers,
in such localities, or where a large field is
crickets, and other insicts, ranging lor the
to be seeded, if might be sufficient to go
most part in the pastures and woodlands.
over the ground after the seed is sown
with a cultivator lightly, or with a narrow They are fattened in October and Novemharrow, made for the purpose of brush, or ber. and it is not uncommon for a lot of
chicks to reach the average weight of
with short teeth.
This would leave the early
fourteen pounds, dressed, at
Thanksgiving
ground iu tolerably good order for the
or Christmas.
The common run of turkeys
mowing machine and horse rake, and
sent to the New York market do not averwould save most of the manud labor.
FGeorge Hasked. Essex Count)', Mass,, age more than eight or nine pounds. The
Narragansett. is a very large, healthy bird,
Dec. 2f>, 1872, in Country Gentleman.
and has been bred for size for many generations.
Most of the birds sold in the Boston and Providence markets under the name
Whipping Horses.
of Rhode Island turkeys, or extra No. 1,
There are persons who think that the
are of lids breed.
The farmers are careful
spirit and temper of a horse must he broken in the selection of their
brcedln : stock,
to make him valuable.
Prof. Wagner, in
taking young gobblers that will weigh from
his work the “Education of Horses,” says :
to twenty-eight pounds, and
“I would caution those who train or use twenty-two
hens that will weigh from twelve to sixteen.
horses against exciting the ill-will of the
Where the birds are kept over,
gobblers
animal. Many think they are doing finely,
will sometimes dress thirty-two to
thirtyand are proud of their success in horsetour pounds.
For making poultry lor
training, by means of severe whipping, or market, the
Narragansettes have no superotherwise
rousing and stimulating the ior. The
prevailing colors are white and
passions, and then, from necessity, crush- black, with a
large patch of white upon
ing the will, though the resistance is the
wing-bow, giving the general impresprompted. No mistake can lie greater titan sion of a gay bird.
They are not uniform
this; and there is nothing that so fully in the
shading, but, with sufficient painsexhibits the ability, judgment and skill of
could
be
bred
to a feather.
fW.
the real horseman as the care and tact dis- taking,
Clift, in the Poultry World.
played in winning, instead of repelling, the
action of the mind.
Although It may be
necessary to whip sometimes, it should
How to Fatten a Horse.
always be applied judiciously, and great
care should
be taken not to rouse the
To fatten a horse that has fallen off in
passions or excite the will to obstinacy. llesli is sometimes a tedious business—InThe affections and better nature must lie
The following
deed, the work of months.
appealed to in training a horse, as well ns suggestions to accomplish It, however,
in training a child. A reproof may be inwithout
though
paternity, look to ns as
tended for the good of the child, but if wise and to the
purpose:
Many good
only the passions are excited, the effect is horses devour large quantities of grain and
depraving and injurious. This is a vital hay and continue thin and poor; the food
principle, and can tic disregarded in the eaten is not properly assimulated. If the
managementof sensitive, courageous horses usual food has been
unground grain or hay,
only at the imminent risk of spoiling them. nothing but a change will effect
any desirI have known horses of
naturally gentle able alteration in the appearance of the anicharacter to lie spoiled by being
whipped mal. In case oatmeal cannot be obtained
once, and one horse that was made vicious
readily, mingle a bushel of flax seed with a
by being struck with a whip once while bushel of barley, one of oats and another
l have referred to bushel of
standing in the stall,
Indian corn and let it he ground
these Instances to show the folly and dan- into a fine
meal.
This will be a fair proger of rough treatment, and the effect that portion for all his feed. Or the
meal, or
may be easily produced by ill usage, espec- the barley, oats and corn, in
equal quantiially with fine blood horses and those of ties, may first be procured and one-fourth
a
highly nervous temperament.
Many part of oil cake mingled with it, when the
other cases might be cited, as stich are by meal is
sprinkled on cut food. Feed two
no meaus uncommon.
Sensitive horses or three
quarts of the mixture two or three
should never be left after they have been times
daily, mingled witli a peck of cut hay
excited by whip or other means until calmami straw, if the iiorse will eat
greedily,
ed down by rubbing or patting the head let the
quantity be gradually increased unand neck, and giving apples, sugar, or til he will eat, four or six
quarts every feedsomething of which the animal is fond. ing, three times a day. So long as the
Remember, the whip must lie used with animal will eat this allowance, the
quantity
great care, or it is liable to do mischief, and may be increased a little everyday. Avoid
may cause irreparable injury.
the practice of allowing a horse to stand at
a rack well filled with hay.
In order to
The hay consumed by different animals
fatten a horse that has run down in flesh,
does not vary
from
three
greatly
pounds the groom should be very particular to feed
daily for each hundred poundH weight of the animal no more than he will eat
up
the animals. The following table is the
clean and lick his manager for more.
result of various experiments by different
[Germantown Telegraph.
persons, and will be useful for farmers who
wish to determine, by calculation beforehand, how their hay will hold out for the
The profits of farming should consist, in
wiuter, 500 cubic feet of timothy hay, in a a large measure, in the improvement of the
full bay, being one ton: Working horses, farm itself and its belongings, and there
3.08 pounds; Working oxen, 2.40 pounds; can be no better investment than this. That
Milch cows, Boussingault’s 2.24 pounds; Is very poor farming, if worthy to be called
Lincoln’s 2.40 pounds; young cattle, 3.08 farming, which, though it may nominally
ponuds; Steers, 2.84 pounds; Dry rows, show a cash balance, leaves the homestead
2.42 pounds; Pigs, estimated, 3.00 pounds; in a worse instead of a better condition
than it found it.
Sheep, 2.00 pounds.

He let the matter
drop then; hut revived it in every letter
he, wrote me. and at every interview—
which was every day afterwards. And
at last, like a very naughty girl as 1 was,
1 allowed him to persuade me that, as
my father would never give his consent
to our marriage, we should he wed without it.
My two bosom friends were, of
course, delighted at the prospect of such
a romantic affair, and promised to give
me their invaluable assistance.
We laid
our
heads together, and being three
women, we soon devised a plan.

ral turn for

Ages.”

••Rock of ages, elefi for me”—
Thoughtlessly the maiden sung,
Kell tlie word*'unconsciously
From her girlish, gleeful tongue.
Sang a> little children sing;
Sang as sing the birds of June;
Kell the words like light leaves down
On the current of fortune—
“Rock of ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in Thee.”

together,

corn

of

••Let me hide myself in Thee”—
Felt her soul no need to hide—
Sweet the song as song could he,
And she had no thought beside;
All the words unheedingly
Fell from lips untouched by care,
Dreaming not that they might be
On some other lips a prayer—
“Rock of ages, cleft for me,
Let me hide Qiyself in Thee.”

j

tirely

“Rock of ages, cleft for me*’—

Lips grown aged sung the hymn
Trustingly and tenderly;

Voice grows weak and eyes grow dim,
“Let me hide myself in Thee."’
Trembling through the voice arid low
Rose the sweet strain peacefully
Like a river in its flow:
Sang as only one can sing
Who life's thorny path hath passed:

Sang

as

only they

can

sing

Who behold the promised rest—
“Rod. of ages, cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in Thee.’*
Rock of ages, cleft for me,”
Sung above the collin lid;
Underneath all restfully.
All life's jovs and sorrow’s hid;
Nevermore, O storm-tossed soul!
Nevermore, from wind or tide,
Nevermore, from billow’s' roll
Wilt thou need thyself to hide.
Could the sightless, sunken eyes,
( losed beneath the soft
gray hair,
Could the mute and stiffened lips
Move again in pleading prayer,
“Rock of ages, cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in Thee.”

A

Tale

of

my

Grandmonther’s.

“1 am going to tell you a tale, my
dears of something that happened to me
nearly sixty years ago; and though vou
know iiiior old granny can’t be trusted to
remember where she put her specks five
minutes since, you may depend upon it
she remembers what occurred on a certain
August night when she was younger than
You must know
any of you are now.
that when 1 was a girl 1 was thought
quite a beauty, and I had as many beaux
in a day as anybody.
But there—that is
neither here nor there. One of them was

soldier—your grandfather.” (She pointed to his portrait in her brooch.)
“And
you may smile, the girls of that period
liked a military coat quite as well as girls
do now. I thought him perfection when
1 met him first at Leamington Spa, and
a

after.
“But. like all the charming men I ever
saw. lie hadn’t a penny, and his old uncle
had a temper -as Lot as Sir Harry Pottinger’s curry, and a constitution like a tenpenny nail. Thai. I recollect, was what
ray father said when my handsome beau
ventured to hint a; an alliance one day in
the pump-room at Bath.
That was in
Six long months and six long
I January.
I letters passed lor both of ns, and August
found me at school at Wellesdean. and
over

grandfather’s regiment quartered at
lie was always walking over
though it was a good seven miles; at
least in those days housed to fell me lie
your

Warwick,

walked

; but I found out afterwards that
he sometimes left his horse at the blaeksmith’s in the village, and that looked as
ii he rode.
But ignorance was bliss then ;
and 1 think it was the sight of his handsome brown
face and soldier like figure
in the laurel walk at Wellesdean that
finallv turned the scale in his favor.
“Our meetings were very romantic.
“Your grandfather had to climb three
terrible high stone walls, break through a
hedge or two, and clamber up a ha-ha

at imminent risk of mantraps and
spring-guns which certain boards declared
were set all over the grounds of Wellesdean House, before lie could possibly

fence,

reach the laurel walk, at the very end of
which, dressed in a white book muslin
and mighty wide blue sash, I was waiting
for him.
“And then, our delicious secret—for, of
course, two or three of my most beloved
bosom Inends knew all about our attachment. and lent me every possible assistance in making excuses to Miss
Maybriek
for walking out just at the very time when
Edward was due. How we used to talk
everything over; and how reluctantly
they left me, to keep watch whilst I talked
to your grandfather in an old summerhouse in a remote spot in the grounds!
How often the dear timid things would
run to the back of the arbor, and
whisper

between

the

leaves—‘Oh,

Letty, dear,

pray come; we fee] sure we hear somebody coming !’ And when he was gone,

how they all twined their arms around
me, till they knew what he had said in
our ten minutes’ interview.
“It was during one of those highly improper meetings, when the young ladies
on the watch came as usual, in a state of
dreadful trepidation and alarm, to tell me
they weie quite positive they heard the
rustle of Miss Maybrick’s silk in the distance, that my gallant swain threw himself at my iect, as 1 was about to run
oil’ with my dear young friends and seek
the friendly shelter of the school-room,
and with bis knees on the hard pegs of
wood with which that summer house was
floored—a dreadfully uncomfortable position for him it must, have been—he began:
‘Miss Eden—Letitia—I must implore
of you to put an end to this wretched suspense.
Say Hint my devotion is returned
Oh, let me know rav fate, Letitia! I feel
you cannot say No!’
“At last I pronounced Hie fatal ‘Yes,’
and j’our grandfather gave one great jump
that sent the girls scampering off, seized
me in his arms, and declared I had made
him the happiest man in the universe.
“But he did not occupy this enviable
position long, or happiness and contmentrnent don’t go together; for he began to
say that he should never be happy until
he could call me his wife, so that it should
be out of the power of
anybody to separate

us.

‘But, my dear Edward,’ I remonstrated, ‘it. was but this moment that you called
yourself the happiest man in existence.

Unhappy so soon ?’
“‘Happy, yet unhappy,’
looking at me with his dark

lie

replied,

eyes.
not to meet

‘For

how soon must we part,
again
for two long days? Oh, Betty, is it not
monstrous that your father and my cantankerous old curmudgeon of an uncle
should be such surly old rascals?’

‘Speak furyonr uncle, Ed ward,please,’
I sjiid, firing up; but, melting the next instant, 1 added—‘though it is cruel, very
cruel, of my dear father not to see your
merits. 1 never knew him so unreasonable before.’
‘Your father is the soul of honor, and
—I ought not to complain of him, but of
the fate that made me a peVniless soldier;
but 1 love you, Betty, as no man ever
loved a woman before, and my love makes
me bold.
The proverb says, “Faintheart
ne’er won fair lady,’ ”—he sank his voice
into a whisper; and the end of it was he
begged me to elope—talking wildly of
Gretna Green and special licenses, and a
dozen things besides.
“I told him I could never consent to deceive my dear father,
though I would
willingly make any other sacrifice for him.
Your grandfather, my dears, had a natu-

in one

wing, probably

newer

than

the main building, which was in the style
of Elizabeth, elaborate in carvings and
enrichments, now decaying and falling to
pieces. There was one old room—the
picture gallery It was called—in the main
building, that was sometimes used as a
schoolroom. It was the only roi m to
which access could he obtained from our
newer wing of the building.
The doors
of every other room had been nailed and
barricaded up. And this picture gallery
was never used as a schoolroom in my
lime; but we were allowed to walk in if.
and allowed to play at battledore and !
shuttlecock among the old canvasses on I
wet days.
The floor had been pronounced
unsafe by Miss Maybriek’s coachman,
footman, steward and factotum, John
Barnes. What Barnes said was law with
Miss Maybriek on all those points, for she
had taken him with the house. He had
been left in charge by Captain Carlton,
the owner; and having for many years
enjoyed the place all to himself, he resented a ladies’ school in his old age as
something of an intrusion upon the rights
of

“Tlii« relative of mine.
Was she seventy ami nine
When she died?
I!v the cnn\ as may tie seen
How -lie looked at seventeen.
As a bride."
[Locker.

]
I

diplomacy.

“Wellesdean Hall, where Miss Maybrick received her pupils, was an old
country house which was no longer wanted by the land proprietor on whose estate
it stood.
He had married a rich wife, and
lived at her home in another part of the
country. So, after standing empty for a
great many years it was at last let tor a
ladies' school. Old as it was, it had an
unfinished look about it. We lived en-

••Rock of ages, cleft for me,”—
‘Twas a woman sung them now.
Pleadingly and prayerfully;
Every word her heart did know.
Rose the song as storm-tossed bird
Beats with weary wing the air,
F.V'TV note with sorrow stirred,
Every syllable a prayer—
Rock of ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in Thee.”
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property.

“Now, all that stood between our plan
for my escape and its success was the dicThe weather had
tum of John Karnes.
been remarkably hot, and we three conspirators had begged the other girls to
ask Miss Maybrick to let us have our beds
moved—some live or six of them—into
this old picture gallery, when' we were
sure we should lie so much cooler than in
our common dormitories.
With her usual
kindness,Miss Maybrick consented readily
that our beds should be moved, if Karnes
said the floor was safe.
When we went
to a«k him for his authority to make lac
move, we felt perfectly certain that he
would say that the floor ‘would not Insafe for six young girls, let alone six bedsteads.’ Such was the perversity of Mr.
Barnes’ nature, however, that he, without
a moment’s hesitation, replied to our inquiries by telling us ‘the llo’er’ud bear a
bays! ack.’
“We had insinuated that the proposal

to move ns name from Miss Maybrick,
and that we felt rather annoyed at it, as
we were delightfully cool where we were.
Barnes intended to be as disobliging as
usual, but unconsciously played right into
our ha lids.

through the schoolroom to wake Miss
Mayhriek. 1 was left alone in the gallery,
satisfied that something awful was going
on overhead, with the French teacher and
one of my schoolfellows swooning on the
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NUMBER

the

South.
l.

Jacksonville, Jan. 2<>.
When I finished my last letter 1 thought
I had furnished you with the full hill ol
tare

which Jacksonville had to otl'ei

;

hut

“table of my memory”
1 find that I have omitted some of the
“side dishes.” Some of* them may be

on

32.

looking over the

palatable;

some

them,

arrayed in methodical order,

not

but itsst as

for bravery and military 'kill; he had begun the practice of law under the most

at

Correspoiitlenci*of the Jouri

Written for flu Journal.

they

not; but here you have
come

to hand.

In

of

Population.

one

mv

letters 1

Register Studies.
made mention of the estimated population
llattering auspices; he was universally reno. 1.
of the city, eight thousand. Ot that numgarded as a rising man whose luture could
()' ye unoffending, hapless registers!
not fail to be glorious and with these reber about two-thirds are white; the resifloor.
commendations lie might easily have wooed What an army ot pens attack you; the
din' colored—all shades included. The
“A low voice spoke through the open and won a younger and lovelier bride,
sins of whole generations are yisited uplist of voters embraces about nine hundred
window. I hailed it with transport, tt
who would have brought him the influence
on you.
You are made to singe and try
I felt sale with his strong ot her family as well as the more
was Edward.
names; about five whites to four colored
tangible
arm around me.
I was clad only in ray blessings of an ample fortune. To sav and broil on the gridiron ot publie opin- Tf the
voters in the suburbs were entitled
gown. The other women were
likewise partly dressed. Edward was for
braving all. and rushing upstairs, breaking open doors, and finding out whence
came those fearfully human cries.
But I
restrained him; and just got him out
thr nigh the window as the household

dressing

trooping into the gallery.
‘Edward,’ I whispered in his ear.
‘pray leave rue. I am ill—and I will
never elope!’

came

“1 saw him go up not down his ladder.
“Miss Mayhriek, imperturbable as ever,
entered the room, holding on high a
chamber candle. She was followed by
Barnes, and all the servants and teachers.
She ordered the Frenchwoman and the
tainting girl to be removed to her room,
and told the housekeeper to sir with them,
and quickly added—
‘Ami tiie first person 1 see frightened,
I shall be ashamed of.
We know these
alarming noises must proceed from natural
1 shall at once investigate the
causes.
matter.
Barnes bring tho keys of the
room overhead, and a crowbar.’
“In the wake of Barnes and Miss Mavbriek.at a respectful distance, we followed.
Up tho stairs that Barnes declared would
break under our weight, along old rooms
with great bedsteads in them, their legs
rotted anil broken away, past old mirrors,
boxes, legless chairs and shattered dressing tables—all covered wirh the dust of
ages—we walked trembling in the wake
of that Spartan woman.
“In reply to a iiuestion of hers, her
henchman said—
“‘This is over Tie pietu-er gallery,
ma’am.’
‘Then we must ,ook.’
‘She looked up first, and there on the
beams sat the cause it our fearful fright—
“About a dozen great buff screech
owls, sitting as calmly as if nothing had

happened.
“1 shrieked, and fell into

one of the
kitchen maids’ arms now.
“Edward—brave man?—had been before us.
He had got in with his ladder,
ami lay crouching behind a pile of Id
furniture, with Miss Maybriek’s candle
lighting his face, and Miss Maybrick’s
horrified gaze upon him.
“The principal of Wellesdean Hall was
not afraid ot ghosts, but she was of young

gentlemen.

“Edward suffered himself to lie arrested

by Barnes and to be seen off the premises,
after he had given his name and address.
“In tones of scorching ire. Miss Maybrick said—
'I need not ask wlm it is.
the bad girl—a disgrace to her
my

rare.

of this
father.

ing.’

I was

There is
sex

and to

prepared for something
sort, and I had written to her
He will judge her in the morn-

that Burr did not

see

the

advantages which

ion.

as

much

as

is

ever

possible,

with

to vote in the city proper, the colored vote
might result front tnakihg what is now your metallic constitution, to singe and
would be a decided majority. The area
termed “a good match.” is to suppose
him a tool—which he certainly was not. fry and broil on anything. What sleep- of the citv is about one mile square
That he put aside these advantages while less nights and anxious davs would you
Di king thf War.
At the commenceperfecetly comprehending their weight, is pass, if you only had mastered the king’s ment of the late civil war the
population
at least an evidenee that ins heart was not
English, sufficiently to spell out the abuse was about four thousand. During the
quite as hard, his selfishness not quite as
It
profound as his enemies would have us “heaped up, pressed down, and running war Jacksonville suffered severely.
believe.
over" that :s east upon you.
was lir-t partially burned by the troops ot
Burr was admitted to the bar January
One otherwise most estimable writer the
It was subsequently
Conleileraey.
19, 1782, and on the 2d of July h Bowing
has a iling at you alter this wise—“The taken
he married Mrs. Prevost—she then being
possession of by the Union forces
thity-six years old and he twenty-six”! family as an institution is gone, tho’ at three several times; the last time about
The pair took up their residence in Alban’’, there are still attempts to bring up a fam- six blocks ot
buildings were burne'd, inwhere—June 2:5, 1783—'Theodosia was
Now my dear
ily round a register.”
the Catholic and Episcopalian
cluding
As far as we are able to
born.
judge !
I believe in you, 1 have iaith in churches.
As the flag changed from time
from the scanty material at our command. 1 register,
the union was, from first to last, a happy i you, and trust you. as 1 would trust .m to time the character of the population
one.
Wedded to the woman he loved. I old and valued friend
it makes my
The natural result was tin
changed.
surrounded by the purest and tenderest blood
and my cheeks tingle,
hear stagnation of business and desolation illeap
associations, with no cause for anxiety, I
so soundly berated, and that loo. very
Time and prosperity have obliter
lnost.
present or prospective, and with every- you
thing to stimulate his ambition and gratify possibly, by the individuals who “sit ated the sears of warfare.
his wishes—the next twelve years were most” by you. While toasting their feet
Colored Masons, in addition to the
by far the best and brightest of Burr’s with your genial breath,—they abuse you list ot Masonic
Lodges I gave you, there
and varied career.
How he
must
long
have looked back to these years from the for the loss ot the “roses in their checks”
gloomy standpoint of that period, when —lor the. loss of tli • home feelings that
there could hardly be found in the whole onee “rallied round the hearth-stone”
country a dozen persons who dared call
for that loss of oneness and whole-heartedthemselves his friends !
Mrs. Burr died of cancer in the spring ness that characterize this steam-going
of 1794—in time to escape the abuse and age.
ignominy which were destined so soon to
You 'ire also held losponsible (or that
Idast her husband's name forever. When
in people to “change houses as !
willingness
the grave opened for her. Burr’s star was
high in the heavens; ten years afterward they would change their clothes.” Nowit set in eternal night on the heights of tor my part I’m not willing to change
Wechawken.
The bullet which killed houses with
anybody—tbo’ I've not a
Hamilton annihilated Burr. Better, in fiwith broad jambs" in a
nitely better for him had the lightning “deep fire-place
room.
smote him before he touched the fatal
My
single
registers represent
trigger.
health, comfort, convenience, a genial
Eliza, or Betsy, Bowen
afterwards
atmosphere, an even temperature—in
Madame Jumel and the second Mrs. Burr I
short mitigated winter.
—was horn, it is said in Providen -e. about J
The winds arc howling wild and f uri- I
the year 1775.
Her mother was a prosti- ]
lute, am! the daughter seems to have fol- [ ous, the. snow ;s tailing in blinding masses.
lowed, for a time at least the same pro- Maine is covered with her frosty blanket,
fession. She was for several years a serand ail would be desolate indeed, but for
vant. in the family of Major Reuben Ballou. and while there gave lurtii—October your comforting presence. I lov von, 1
!
9, 1794—-to George Washington Bowen. adore you. my dear, my well-beloved
the plaintiff in the suit now pending. BalYour genial warmth is a con; register.
lou was supposed to be tile lather of the
stant benediction.
What hours of cornchild, and took m pains to relieve himtort have you not given me. what months
self from the burden of the unwelcome
honor.
Soon after arriving at the dignity of “Florida weather” have yon bro’t to
ot malurnity, Betsey left Providence anil
I travel with von.
I 'goon explor: me
went to parts unknown, leaving the child
in charge ot Ballou. Several years later ing expeditions in search of Sit John
I seek out the hidden -ourees
she returned, bringing with her the body I Franklin.
of a sea captain, whom it is thought she
of the Nile, and the resources of Dr.
had been living with during the interval.
I visit the. King o! the
The deceased mariner was duly deposited Livingstone.
Cannibal
I mourn with the
Islands.
in the earth, and his widow, or mistress,
lingered about the city for some time and Hawaiians over the death of their most
then went to New York, where, by means virtuous K miehameha.
! tripaerosr the
never explained, she managed to
marry continent, step into a (’unarder, and conStephen Jumel, a wealthy French mer- dole
I attend leewith the ex-Kmpress
chant.
This was in isoj.
In lsio, the
Jtimels went abroad and lived in great lures. I hear Tvndal, and Fronde, and
splendor in Paris until 1SJ\>, when they George McDonald, beside all the home
returned to New York somewhat poorer
talent, male and female, of America.
than when they left, but still rich enough
Now 1 am fully aware the accomplishfor all reasonable purposes.
A story is
current that Madame Jumel attempted to ing of all this is less a matter ot surprise,
deliver a lecture in Providence on the than the “how” it is done, viz-—in mv
French court, but being threatened with
patent easy chair, with mv book on the
a mob was compelled to abandon her
i reading desk, and mv feet on the exten—

|

is one

hers.
under

composed entirely of colored mem
They are working, as they claim,
a

Charter obtained from the Grand

Lodge of another- State. They arc not
recognized as a Lodge in regular standing
by the other Lodges; the privilege of

membership

in those

Lodges

is restricted

to whites.
Sayings Bank.

I have heretofore .il

lnded to the branch of the National Freedmans Bank established here.
T learn that
the amount

deposited

in

savings

averages

about one hundred thousand dollars

ol

this amount about sixty thousand, aver
age, is to the credit of colored d •' j »o-11, n-

adnptc ! l»y the bmk olVieials
highly creditable to them. Phev en
courage deposits by this class of peoph
until enough is deposited to enable the de
positor to purchase a lot and erect on it
The course

is

habitation, and then encourage the with
drawal of the deposit for that purpose
Phis course is
the

undoubtedly the best tor
parties intended to be benelitted tliere

by, as
poorest

rent, for

Bents.
that

even

tenements

While

on

between

your

bore here about

equal

.me

smallest

and

may form some idea of the dil

von

ferenee

the

inordinately high
the subject of rent

are

occupied by

and this,

place
in

Heisev

capacity

to

a

the

Woodward

A:

$1)0 per month: another, not
larger nor with more accommodations
than Mr Woodcock's bookstore, for
rents

tor

•1 was locked up, in what state of mind
you can guess. The morning and ray
father came. He was always very changeper month ; a druggists store, the counter
able. Most unexpectedly, he forgave me.
part of Mr Boor's, for $P>0 p.-r month
“Chaperoned by my bosom friends. 1 hushed the matter up, and told me if 1
A iwelling house of about the dimension
met Edward as usual in the laurel walk. loved Edward 1
might have him, as he
Mil I style of architecture, and as eligibly
All was arranged.
At twelve o’clock that wasa
excellent
man.
Soldiers
very
young
located as that of our friend Burrill. for
night lie was to he at the first window of were always daring. He recollected when
the gallery in the old building with a lad- iie would have done the same
$S0 per month ; and another in no parti- n
thing for
der. A post chaise was to wail at the end mother.
lar superior to that standing ont'liim h
of the lane.
“Next day. T read in the morning
street, next to Beircc's Bdock, tor $10 per
“I waited for bedtime—very nervous, Chronicle of the death of
poor Edward’s
month.
These rents are paid, not for the
very anxious; and, now the time drew so uncle. I am afraid my father knew it beI was lining fore 1 did.
near, with a feeling that
month only, but for the year through and
supremely impudent undertaking. Jumel
“1 was married to your grandfather in
himself died in 1Sit'd, and the next year. siou foot-stool, the gas shining luugh’lv for a series "t
somothingvery desperately wicked. There
years.
were six beds
at
pretty wide intervals four months’ time, and we were happy Burr, aged seventy-eight, married Mad- over my left shoulder, and mv precious
|
(u\ty IIuii.
I'lii' ci iiintx
ame -married
along the tloor of the old gallery. Tin- ever after.’’
her for her money and I
in front of me
1 endure no
Such was my grandmother’s little bit of contrived to waste so much of it that in a register
pictures that hung on the dark wainscot
brick !mi! ling one story in iicigti! iimu:
sun I'I dug from tie hotel ha von s some) imes
were dropping from their frames with age,
romance.
a
very short time she instituted pro..dingtwenty feet square, an-n.uniieil bv a
but some of them were the work ot inasl’oor dear old lady ! at the very last tor a divorce.
called
clerks
Kaihoad dlieials no not
We believe the livor|
leu I." I high
mon buai'il fence about
terlike hands.
Old ladies in stomachers Christmas
was
she
be
lived
to
never
party
legally consummated Inn the bully me. Steamlm.it boilers do not e\
present at,
and furbelows; old gentlemen in trunk she told it with as much
Some ot the inmates ot the ■•( 'abba ..i
gusto as she had parties ceased to live together, and ,> v.o
Icebergs do not nip me. In House”
hose, with rapiers at their stout sides; a done on any such an occasion years and met during the last two years of Burr's plode me.
:
during the past few vent
For all ol which
life.
bishop in a full-bottomed wig: and a years before.
Madam Jumel died Julv in. lx..;,, j short I am comfortable
have left lielore breakfast, il Seems in me,
in
a
scarlet
and
ermine.
used
judge
and tin' battle Ibr her goods, chattels l am tinder great obligation to you,
They
my wit limit paying tor the first if gin’s lodging,
to awe us girls in the broad daylight; but
and real estate has been
going on evi
The Two Wives of Aaron Burr,
register, else how would it he possible for had the accommodations been no betba
at night they glared fearfully as the moonsince.
me to journey, even in imagination.
For than the Duval
light played upon their aged features.
Thu revival of the celebrated Jumel will
County Gaol affords. N.• tThe judge. 1 could have sworn, shook his ease, which for
as somebody has said "all
lire needhas
been
open
it was in this goal that
years
dragging
withstanding,
In
Disguise.
head.
1 was positive one old lady’s hand its slow
as much
length through the New York
tending as a pair of twins.” 1 Scott, the perpetrator ot the -ilroei-uimoved forward to point at me; and courts,
The Camden Democrat tells the follownaturally recalls the name and
don’t know what it is to tend a pair of
the figures in the great picture between history of the mail who
murder ot a young ladr and two linli
figured as the ing story with a great -leal ot self-satis- twins, lmt I do know what it was.
the windows, representing the murder of second husband of the woman whose faction at
long ehihlren, about two years ago an account
originating a genuine sensation
the Princess in the Tower, seemed to
property now bids fair to tie swallowed It seems that some time last sKinmer a years ago. to tend an open lire. I ant d' which in the papers of the da\ m oh
move noiselessly to and fro.
The night up in the insatiate maw of the
legal pro- plain-looking and apparcnth care-worn satisfied that with an open fire in every our blood run cold- -was
was very hot, the scene was new to ns all;
safely kepi until
fession.
We do not, ot course, propose man was passing a gentleman’s dwelling
occupied room in my house, I shouldn’t in this same
and our beds were too far apart for us to to
gaol-vard he expiated he
attempt any biography or criticism of in or near Beverly. His little daughter, have time to
talk, even if the French teacher had not one who has been so
say' ttiv prayers. Ami I ant crime on the gallon
about mio \ eai
thoroughly crucified remembering that her father wanted help
been there to prevent it. They were all by tinpens of scribblers of high and low to pick berries, hailed the stranger and also satisfied that I should have little in- after it was committed.
disinclined to sleep, I knew, by the rest- degree as Aaron Burr; hut the
very asked him it In* was seeking employment. clination to say them!
Cia.i.Alts
II is lortiinate •
house iml
less tossing about in the beds: and if they
notoriety he has gained lends a strong He replied in the affirmative, and at once
1 am positive we northern people never
did not go to sleep, Edward would we interest to some details of his
land
here
are not
owners
that
cellars
had
an
interview
with
the
domestic
proprietor, who
caught at the lirst sound of the ladder.
life which are not entirely familiar to the set him at work.
He proved to In- active could have conquered the late rebellion, necessity
for the material lor stoning
•'1 am now old and calm enough, hut.
and industrious, and made himself useful but for the help of the registers, that them is not to be lound
majority of newspaper readers.
here, unless ini
as
a girl I was nervous and excitable.
in many ways—-so much so, that his em- made it
It was while commanding his
regiment
possible for the bone and sinew ported. Cellars are not neeess rv her* a
to
situation
My
began
prey upon my mind, in New Jersey during the early years of ployer retained him afterwards. It was of the nation to throw
down the axe ami with us, for the
my imagination played all sorts oi tricks thi> revolutionary war that Colonel Burr discovered that he had more than ordinary
protection of buildings
shoulder the musket.
Hurrah lor the from cold and
with me; and at half-past ten by the made the
frost, or for the preserx
acquaintance of the lady who intelligence, was quite polished in his
stable-yard clock, I was just in that con- afterwards became his first wife and the manners, and equally unprestiming. As registers. 1 am for you now ami always, lion ot
vegetables ja winter; as a eonse
dition when a girl feels she must scream mother of that
incomparable daughter, time progressed, it was discovered that he or at least, until the summer solstice
or jump up or she will go mad.
ijuenee lew tire to be found, except on
Thick whose genius and
makes
it comfortable to
was master of live different languages,
have
almost
refidelity
clouds hid the moon, so that we had the deemed her father’s fame.
elevated ground; to this may tic added
"Ho forth, under the open shy, and list
Mrs. Theo- and was at home on any subject when
light on the pictures only at intervals. dosia Prevost was then the wife of Colonel drawn out in conversation.
To nature’s teachings.”
Kay.
that if dug it. any other locality tin \
He was.
When they were visible, their glee was Prevost of the British
army, at that time in nevertheless, an efficient and faithful
would
require cement on bottom and si*h■
A Queer Divorce Case.
fiendish—they were making the most hor- tiie West ladies. She resided at Paramus, worker, always obedient and obliging,
to keep out the water.
rible grimaces.
witli her mother and sister and her two winning the esteem of the entire family.
In the Hrooklyn Oily Court Mr-. Klipi.‘Miss Clarke, I am not asleep,’ said sons—the latter
(Sakih'.mnii.
Tlie amateur gardcnm
His employer finally came to tin- con- both
sprightly little* fellows
Spicer, who has brought suit to re
the youngest of tin- party. ‘I can’t go to whose
vivacity could not be other than at- clusion that l-.e was not what he se-nned, covi r t? 10,00'). as her dower of the estate in your vieinitv woultl turn avvav in hope
tractive t o a man so passionately fond of and surmised that from some cause or ot the late John
sleep for the pictures.’
Spicer, was cross exam- less disgust from the sand which eonsti
“There was instantly a chorus of— bright children as Burr was till the
day of other, whether reputable or disreputable, ined on January 2id, in the course of lutes I he soil of the
‘We’re not asleep. Miss Clarke.’
gardens here; vet
his death.
Mrs. Prevost was ten years lie was an exile from his native land, and which
saying:
“I pretended I was asleep.
It was a older that the
seeds
do
in
it ami vegetation
concealment.
officer
germinate
It
was
whom
she
noticed
that
sought
young
I was horn in Maine, and, when fifteen
caprelief to hear the others’ voices; but my tivated by her rare
grace and culture; but he corresponded with parties in Russia: years old. 1 lelt mv parents, who were thrives. The orange finds in it some
suspense on Edward’s account was terri- neither the difference in age, nor the ab- but as he kept his own counsel, and was
poor, and was employed in a millinery aliment which seems to lie peculiarly nil
ble.
sence ot beauty lessened her charms in his
too dignified to admit of
“pumping,” store in Heston. There I met Mr. Hugh tiitive. Within
“I did not think so much of my disgrace estimation, iter
sight of the place where
there
was
no
elite to the mystery. This I’. Miller, to whom I was married. We
family—the He Viennes
it I were caught, as at what they would do —was of French or Swiss
I am writing stands an orange tree which
and she Winter, however, his employer, having lived for a while in
origin,
native
and
town,
my
to him.
Barnes had a gun. It hung in herself was the first woman educated in nothing for him to do, could not
keep him. then removed to Jamaica Plains. It was was transplanted last season into the soil
the hall.
accordance with the European standard He left, and went to Newark, where he at this
Perhaps he would shoot him!
oyer
place,
thirty years ago. that l hat we should style a sand-hank, oranges
“At last all was quiet.
It was half-past whom Burr had ever met. She was thor- was working as a laborer the last heard
my husband abandoned me.
1 sought for
on it at the time.
Its growth
eleven. I stole gently to the appointed oughly versed in the best literature of the ol him. Now comes the
mysterious part him everywhere. Four years after he growing
window to look out.
1 was creeping back day, and
undoubtedly did rnueh toward of the story. Some days since the gentle- abandoned me I was informed that he was not retarded, apparently, nor a It' it
again, when ( was started almost out of forming the taste and shaping the intel- man who employed him at Roverlv re- was dead. She then related the story of wilted; and 1 have now before me two
my senses, by a shriek.
lectual developement of an admirer who, ceived a draft for £60,000—about $1 Mil,000 her
marriage with a man named Hell, of those same oranges—one tally ripe, the
“‘There!—there! Oh, Miss Clarke, above all other
tings in the world, appre- of our currency in favor of his mysterious whom she had arrested and convicted for
there is something moving about in the ciated
other green; the ripe one measures nine
workman.
when
brains—particularly
lodged
bigamy, and her marriage to Mr. John
room !’
in a female head.
The gentleman has gone to Newark in
Her manners are repAs Airs. Spicer descended from inches, the green one seven, in circumSpicer.
“1 was in bed again.
A candle was resented to have been the
perfection of search of him, tor tiie purpose of deliver- the stand Mr.
ference. The season for gardening will
lawyer arose and
lighted. To my inexpressible horror, I elegance and refinement, and long after ing the draft in person. The affair lies in a loud voice Spicer’s
called the name of Hugh soon arrive. I
heard the French teacher say if it were she had been
copy from a southern
made
a
in
the little circle famil- P. Miller. Mrs.
mercifully taken away from
quite stir
Spicer stood amazed and almanac the instructions to
put into the basin it couldn’t do any mis- the evil to come, Burr was accustomed to iar with the facts, and all sorts of specu- overwhelmed with
gardeners for
confusion.
Her
counchief, and might be left to burn itself out. say that if his own manners were in
lations indulged in. The last conjecture sel were
the
month
ot
“Plant
F.ngli-h
February.
and
all
(tie
any
audithunderstruck,
“Another quarter of an hour passed in
respect superior to those of men in gen- is that he is a Russian nobleman, who ence arose and viewed the old man, who peas, Irish potatoes, sow cabbage, eauli
terrible suspense. 1 expected every mo- eral, it was
mainly owing to the insensi- fought a duel—such an occurrence having arose in answer to his name. He bore the
ment to hear Edward’s ladder, and I saw ble influence of hers.
Some unpublished taken place, some time previous to the appearance ot a well to-do farmer, and flower, celery, carrots, turnips, parsneps,
not the least chance of dressing myself
radishes, spinach, beets; plant early corn
letters from her hand which we have seen, stranger’s arrival—and that he was forced said that instead of
adandoning his wife,
“1 started up in bed. Listened with all
confirm this estimate of her to a precipitate departure from his native she abandoned him.
linisii pruning, transplanting vines amt
abundantly
my ears. All six of ns did so loo. The character—the penmanship is exquisitely land, but has been pardoned; others, that
lie testified as follows:
“We left Ja- fruit trees.”
most extraordinary noises were being neat and
chair, and the matter is no less a relative has died and left him the for- maica Plains and came to New York (olive.
Market. There is a city market at
made overhead in the uninhabited part of remakable for its
vigorous common sense tune, as lie had often spoken of a wealthy Two weeks after I returned home at noon.
the house.
(km
which all meats ami lisli are sold,
than for the admirable style in which it is aunt in his own country. He was always
wife was gone, and all the furniture.
My
‘Oh !’—an exclamation of wild fear set forth.
pleasant, but was often absorbed in 1 found a note stating that she had left me ncctcd with it is ail official styled Clerk ol
sounded from all our lips.
We have said that Burr was an admirer thought,, at times showing a melancholy and would never
return, and that I need the Market, one of whose duties is to keep
‘Oh.MissClarke.whatarc they doing'?’ of Mrs. Prevost, but there is not the slight- cast of countenance, as if oppressed by not. look for her. I met her after that one a record of the marks on the hides ot all
said the young lady who before had seen est reason to
suppose, that his admiration some secret sorrow. He was too amiable day on the street, and she told me she had slaughtered cattle offered for sale in this
in disposition, however, and wore too well
something white.
ever went beyond the bounds of strict
married a man named Bell. I accepted market. This is for the protection ol the
pro“I had been brought up a skeptic about
priety, or that her behavior was in any re- on further acquaintance, to admit of the the situation and went to sea, which 1 fol- owners ot the large herds that run at
ghosts; but now T believed in them. The spect unwortljy the position she occupied. suspicion of crime.
lowed for ten or twelve years. I then large in the interior. The marks adopted
most dismal howls and wails, the rattling If she was conscious of the
she
went to Worcester,Mass., where I now re- liy such owners ire recorded in the office
impression
of chains, tearful human cries of mortal had made that
The party offering
the County Clerk.
consciousness never reDuring the examination of this of
A dispatch from Norristown, Pa., states side.”
anguish, the falls of heavy bodies on the vealed itself in word or act—and it is the
a carcass for sale is required to exhibit
witness
Mrs.
her
never
removed
Spicer
that the boiler of Moorehead rolling mill
floor. Ghosts,ghouls and vampires seemed most wretched
file meat ottered tor sale in the
injustice to fasten upon her
from him, and seemed struck dumb its hide.
to be holding their revels over us.
One reputation even a shadow of the stain inConshohouken, exploded Monday after- eyes
market, pork excepted, arc not open to the
with
It
amazement.
was the first time
girl had fainted. I was in a cold prespira- which rests upon him whose brighter for- noon, killing three men and three boys, she had seen him since the
ot being “too fat to spend well.”
day on the street objection
and severely wounding fifteen others.
tion. We were huddled together like tunes she shared.
But when, not long
when she told him she was living with All kinds of poultry are sold on tin hoof
About
one-half
of
the
mill
was
and
dissheep, trembling
large
after their first meeting. Colonel Prevost
exclaiming—
only; in other words alive and kicking,
over thirty years ago. The Rev. Mr.
“‘Oh. fetch Miss Maybrick! oh, fetch died, it is
troyed. A latter dispatch states that two Bell, whom
If you have a turkey for
probable that this mutual self others
Mrs. Spicer says married in full feather.
Cone,
have since died.
Miss Maybrick! Oh, what is it? What restraint
gradually began to disappear;
her, is dead. His son exhibited the record dinner, it is your own fault if he is “stale.
are they doing ?’
tor we know that when Burr resigned from
If you are piscaof marriages. In it was the record of her Hat and unprofitable.”
“The cries and falls continued. We the
army in 1779, they were engaged to
In St. Louis last Sunday a gentleman sil- marriage to Bell, under the name of torial ly inclined you will find in the lisli
were in the part of the
black bass, shad, trout—not
gallery most re- be married—the ceremony being delayed ting in a barber’s chair, while
being lath- Elizabeth (x. Farrington. There was no department
mote from the supernatural revels over
only by those pecuniary considerations ered, observed the knight ot the razor 1 coord of her marriage to John Spicer. the speckled beauties of northern brooks
our heads.
Over the very window that I which cannot be overlooked even in the
mullet, bream, cat-fish, sheepsevery now and then throw some soap-suds The ease, nevertheless, terminated on —pickerel,
was to have left Wellesdean by !
delirium of passionate love. Both were out of the
head, Ac. &e., but you will not find the
the
floor
and
set his January 21th, in a verdict for the alleged
mug
upon
“The clock struck twelve.
idd cod.
One of (ieorge Holt's
poor, and let it be remembered as a slight foot in them. The barber
expalined to him Mrs. Spicer, to whom the jury awarded glorious
“And the French teacher pointed at the atonement for his
haddock would be welcome as a sunbeam
many subsequent trans- that there was a lot of little snakes in the the sum of $5,772.85.”
window, turned livid and awful to look gressions, that Burr deliberately married
after a Hay ol I’undy fog.
mug, ami that they kept erawlingup on the
at, ami fell on the floor in a dead taint.
for affection and not for money. He was brush, but the
I close abruptly.
Am off for the mouth
A Toledo chill) was quite smitten with
he would
gentleman
thought
“She had seen a face !
at the Atlantic
| young, handsome and brilliant; he had
go out and get a morning paper before his neighbor’s wife. She did it with a of the river and a peep
“Panic stricken, the others rushed otf come out of the war with a
w. u. (.’.
splendid record being shaved, and he went.
rolling-pin.

j

■

■ ■

|

at

Glimpses
Oorr-<»r

ihc-ir seeming errand of men v and
inward with their precious prizes rescued
Ironi
the h'-li of waters—where they
■i-iwl and hiss,” 1 found no echo in mv

South.

the

on

'he Journal.

nee

•TACKsi.sviLi.-r:, Feb. 1.
I have often r. >:{<•*.:

correspondence

tint

in the pah!i>lu>d

hear!

oi tourists in Florida there

to
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poet’s rhapsody—

the

PUBLISHED

“! never sv,is .in tic- -lull, tarn shore.
Bur 1 loved the great
rn.-.re and more.”

dearth of intormaticn tenehir. r the S:. Job.;, from Jacksonville to u_
ni-.eeFs waters from that point s tar

my companions were traversing
beach in pursuit of wildtowl—of
which By the way there is enough here in

i

men uni

iia;.'

m; use rip

volume wliioh thus far, to

a

around

ne-

A

pocket in my garments was filled to reL'he river scented alive with
pletion
porpoises, rolling and tumbling, someto -‘rough it" and should wish mvself back times
singly sometimes in shoals, seeming
1 have been; 1
again. I resolved to go.
to ray eve like boys just let out of school,
•‘am glad f went."
lull of frolic almost to bursting: vet
they
Um order of my going was in this wise. were
employed, doubtless, in the more
By invitation oi Capt. McDonald, of the prosaic occupation ot catching their dinPresoott Hazeltine, I went on board of ner
1 hear them called puffing pigs;
her at noon of the filth ult
yielding to the appellation derived, probably, from
the persuasion of the steam tug Godfrey the
puffing noise they make when they
lveeliler. the schooner got under wav. roll up out of the water in which like
pigs
and soon after dark arrived and came to
They are shot
they are wallowing.
anchor not far from the mouth oi the river,
occasionally by- sportsmen, and arc found
file unfavorable state ot ‘he tide prevent- to be
Ilow happens it
very full ot oil
ed her from going to sea. Mv eompagnon that this “field of
enterprise” has remainde voyage was a gentleman well know'll ed so long
unimproved bv the ubiquitous
'in the
fraternity of rod, hook and line Yankee ? The natives tel! mo wonderful
in your vicinity, as the most expert angler stories ot the yield of oil from these rivet'hat ever dropped bait on the bosom ot a swine
The banks ot the erect; hounding this
iily-pad ; to the world at large, as Presiisland

innate

toi

as

to lie invited bv her

to

captain

board, don't fail to accept the invitation He understands well the science
: making hi' guests welcome ami happv.
.".ml ii is o.eivanl i- an adapt in the mystecome

on

manufacturing and eoucoeting
pure,’’ as Milton hath it,
camp-life luxurious.

those "viands
fit make

;

had

distance outside the mouth of the
river, the waters of the Atlantic
breaking
over it, wrapping it in a sheet <>t loam.
It
i- in taet

it- location, so

ing
ing

perpetual!'' changmuch that pilots pass-

A

of water on it

at

low tide.

Loaded

usually

come to

•’--eis bound outward
hor

n.

remain there until the tide lavors, when
'ta-V

taken over tin* bar

by steam-tugs.
constantly on the lookout lor vessels arriving outside the bar.
md there i- a very oommeadab e degree
are

These rug- are

:

them to get the first
si rhi and hold ot every ve.-sel in t he oiling ;
emulation

oi

..

:u'i;ig

profit

ot

source

to them,

t

is

true, but

also ot ihanktub.e«s often to the storm
It iven mariner.
fids bar is a serious obstacle to the
navigation of the S Join,: one which is
beyond the power of ar: to remove, probaidx : yet hot beyond tin t.-ia
oi art
■

-■

and skill I" render lav

iibstaea

an

ies-,

wise be.

is-

than

dangerous and
ii would other-

Serious as the obstacle

it does

how-

not deter the

hardy mariner
>! the north lr«m encountering i; in pursni: ot tin- wealth ot pine that lies this sid"
vet

an

Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St.,
authorized Agent lor the .Journal.

Boston,

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is tin* only form ol receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 73, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be immediately changed to correspond, and
thus a receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subscribers iii arrears are requested to f< rward the
sums due.
*#* In sending money, state THE
FICE to which the paper is sent.«$9»

Decision

Against Municipal

POST OF-

Loans in Aid

of Manufactories.

The fact that the
state has rendered

Supreme Court of this
a decision against the
constitutionality of loans by towns in aid
of manufacturing establishments has been
before noticed, but we had seen no extended report ot the decision until it appeared in the Boston Advertiser last week.

reasoning and

conclusion ot the court
e.e
very lucidly presented by Chief Justice Appleton.
The facts in the ease upon
which the decision is rendered are these :
The

Hutchings

& J ane, who had

a

manufac-

o

! agreed to remove the same to Jay, provided the latter town would loan them its
credit to the amount of ten thousand dol-

EVANS.

Story.

lars, at six per eem. and exempt the propBoston, Feb. 7
According to the eon el
!y from taxation ‘or ten years. The esfes-ion of Fvans. in lx7x he stole awa\
and killed a little niece in Derrv. V. II.. 1 tablishment should consist of a steam saw
aged .7 years; in lMfil lie assaulted and I mill, with box machinery, and one run ot
cut the throat oi a girl ol 14
years near I stones for
grinding meal. An act of the
Aligns1 a. (for which, by the way, another
Ilian died oi
legislature
:
in
lsc.b
he
authorizing the loan was proprison)
outraged
the person of Isabella .Joyce, (14 years cured, and at a town
meeting called for
old ) and then killed her and her brother the
purpose the loan was voted. A law
a
ot
lg
in
•John, hoy
Bussey’s Woods, near of the State provides that ten taxable inBoston : in 1S7;', June lfirii, in- is charged
with a similar crime upon ihe per-on of a habitants may have a remedy in equity,
woman
found dead in the woods near
■when counties, cities, towns or school
T
iteliiuirg. Mass and during the same listricts.
purpose 'not authorin'’} to;
r he outraged, and mutilated the
per
vote to
pledge their credit or to raise
son of. and murdered (Jeorgiana f. .wring.
girl 'C 12 years. i'i North wood. money by taxation, or to pay money from
N. H.
their treasury.1' Under this provision a hill
Hi- confessions n regard to all the
in eipiity was brought
praying that the
above crime.- are brief and indeiitvte, e\town and its officers
lie enjoined
ei
al
might
nthe
Joyce
chihlrt
n,
which
was
pi
in ide It) Deputy Sheri ft Henry A
Drew, and restrained from issuing said bonds.
wiio arrested him -ini had i bn ia charge
After statins the whole groundwork of
ten
days before he committed aim to the ease, the court lays down the
gi«t of
Fvoter jab and seven days before he rethe
matter
thus—
t
•
vealed
him the secret of the murder of
Ultimately it will he found that tile gui’stion
(reorgiana Fevering.
Mr. Drew said that alter Fvans had resolves itself into an ingniry whether the legislature can constitutionally authorize the maeonlesseti the murder, he questioned him
jority n! a ti.iwi to loan their own and the
ns to lib- whereabouts for the last 1.7
minority, raised by taxation and
years. money 0
•■Finally," said Mi. Drew. “1 traced him against the will of such minority, as they max
determine.
t" Rhode Island and then back to
Roxhury,
It is then stated that the entire and unMass,
llis mention tit Iloxlmn and tin
-im: arity ot the two murders, suggested varied
weight of judicial authority is that
•
me for the lirst time that lie
might have taxi can lie legally imposed only tor the
perpetrated the murder ot the Joyce us.' of the
people of the State, in the purchildren, of which f had then lint a dim
recollection and of the circumstances of poses of government,and not for the benefit
hieit I have, now bill little
knowledge, of individuals. The enterprise of milling,
then interrogated him mi tin'subject and as
contemplated in the ease, is wholly a
the
juestious on niv part and the replies
of which the gains go to a
on
lib- were deemed by me of so much private one,
nupomiire that t immediately reduced private purse, and of which the benefits
the substance of the conversation to writ- can be
partaken of only by those who
The following covers the main
ing."
With a toucli of humor
pay tor them.
points ot the confession elided in regard the Chief
Justice says—
to (he ,11iyee children.

the mouth ot the river and

near

Horrible

OF

Street, Boston.

Tremont

turing establishment at Livermore Falls,

___

charge to make soundings every
Tle-tv is seldom more than seven

•eet

w.

»»

of ii.

>,

Our vessel anchored about rnidwav beTown on the north and Mavthe south side ot the river. Both
villages are small. The inhabitants ol
tlie latter are. employed priiieipoliy in tinfisheries, finding a market for the larger
Pilot

tween

porl

mi

j

port ion ol their e.tteh in Savannah,< diaries
t.ei

and

tind

a

New York.

One could

hardly

undesirable location lor a residence than that portion occupied by these
fishermen.
Shade trees there are none:
for soii there is literally nothing but saml,
while sand; not loose, slutting sand,
more

bree :e. not

oenrB

so

and

approximating

inland

Irom

in extent

you tell me yon must tell me now.
all about it.
Were you in Roxbiirv. or were you in Manchester 1 Tell
me just as it is
Fvans—Mr. Drew. I was right there
when that hoy and girl were killed.
Drew- Was lie stabbed, or not?
Fvans—Yes, he was, several time'll -Did the girl make much ado3

thither with every
hard as a beaten road, but

blowing hither

to it.

F.xtending

the shore, for a mile or more
low while sand bills,

are

or

sand

The sight ot them reminded
of Bongtellow in his Hiawatha:
dunes

me

j

•'Till the sun-1 w.is Mown and silted
Like irre.-il snow Iritis ,,',-r the landscape.
Heaping el the shore '.villi snail dinies
sandhills "I tin Nagoii tViulioo."

Nagoii. had he been fond of catching
shad, miille! and sheepshead, might have
J
f.iiieicd sneli a residence, but would you
f can give von no better idea of the appearance of these sand hills, or dunes, at
v
a distance, than
comparing them ;•>
side of our
early springtime, when the
snow is partially melted and the tops ol
die knolls am! tips of tail grass begin to
peep out above the snow. Strange as ii
may seem, a tuft of grass or a scrub prickly

the

of land

ridge

l-iver

n

on

the

eastern

the

will bere and there force it- way up
through 'his almost hopelessly sterile

pea

sand-soil.
Town, situated on Baton Island on
the northern side of the river, as its name
imparts, is the home of tin- pilots who ply
heir hardy, highly responsible and somerimes perilous vocation of piloting vessels
across the bar.
They constitute a kind ol
Pilot

joint stock association, own a handsome
pilot boat, and the proceeds of their labor
but by what
arc divided among them :
rule I diil not definitely learn
They have
the reputation ot being careful, skillful,
reliable, temperate men. One of the nr

prominent

men

among them,

the most

Captain Johnson. »
prominent
Norwegian by birth,who has resided there
The story of his trials
for a long time.

me

F —Yes.
D. -—More th:u! the Bov did*
E.
Yv s.
1>
Why did she
B —She was raped
Don't ask

more

D
was

reverses

during

the late civil war is

He
replete with interest and incident.
is well known by shipmasters from your
port. Under bis roof I found a good
night’s repose and at bistable a most genThe light-house is loerous hospitality.
cated

on

the south side of the river direct-

his house; the old lighthouse,
abandoned, is farther down toward*

ly opposite
now

the ocean.
On the morning after we arrived at our
place of anchorage, we took a boat and
rowing about a mile landed on the southeasterly end of Fort George Island ; that
end being nothing hut a stretch or sand
beach one'mile in extent, standing eight
or

ten ’eet above the surface of the water

at low tide.

On the larger

portion

of it

the sand is so

compact, solid, that one
footprints to mark
where he has trod. The precautionary
measure of covering up one's tracks is not

walking

on

it leaves no

necessary here. This beach constitutes
the northerly bank of the river at its

cannot raise money by taxation merely to
loan again to individuals for their own
purpose; that

it makes no difference in

'vital form the loan is made, for it is the
id property to dispose ol tor
private purposes, against the consent of the
owner, that constitutes the
wrong; ami
'-hat the court and not the
legislature is to

me any

I have now told you.
-Was the act committed Before she

taking

killed?

E

Yes.
Mr Drew. 1 won't say any i
more
1 have told all about it, now.
i
D. -Well, Frank, 1 guess you have.
whether a proposed object be a
But one filing more; was the girl bruised judge
public or private one. The decision closes
lnueh
ns tollows—
E -Yes.
I uron’l answer another question.
The constitution of ttic Stato is its paramount
D. -Well, I woiiTa.sk you any more.
atid binding law. The irouisition, possessslon
and
protection of property are among the chief
Mr. Drew states that Evans further said
that tin house where the children came ends of government. To take, directly or indirectly, the property of individuals to loan to
from was on the lett hand side is you others for
purposes of private gain and speculawent into Boston from
Roxlmry. and was tion. against the consent of those whose money
a
two-story house. Drew said to him, i- thus loaned, would be to withdraw it from
“now. Frank it was a little cottage, on the p*oteetion of the constitution and submit it
to the will of the majority.
Jt would be the
the right hand side as you go into Boston/’
robbery and spoliation of those whose estates,
Evans replied, “it was a two-story house, or a
of
wdiosc estates, are thus conlisportion
on the lett hand side ns
you go into Boston ‘■atcil. No surer or more effectual method
could he devised to deter from accumulation, to
from Koxbury/'
diminish capital, to render property insecure
AFFIDAVIT l.Y F.VANS’ KEEPER.
and thus to paralyze industry.
The following ailidavit is corroborative j
1‘his will effectually dispose of the
of Sheriff Drew’s statement
thousand and one schemes of the kind
L A/.ariali Waldron, ot
Statturd, in the
County of Stafford, State «*f New Hampshire, which ate and have been contemplated,
depose ami say that I was keeper over f ranklin and will exert an excellent influence
by
R. Evans at Henry A. Drew’s Iioum: ; that I
had ,i conversation with Evan* in regard to the
showing that there are some things which
Joicefehildren, when Evans said to me ‘v| hope even a
popular vote cannot accomplish,
they won’t bring that up nil I get through with
the
If they do. what will the do to me?” l
and that he whose smooth, persuasive
aivwered, “They will hang you twice.’* F\ tn<
voice leads the masses, cannot take the
*■: td, “They cannot kill me hut once/’
Azariah Waldron
property of unwilling citizens, charm
Sr afford ms:—
Sworn and subscribed to before
Drew. -Justice of the Peace.

I think, is

•and

Tnless there is something peculiar and transcendental in tlie new saw mill to he removed
and in the gri-l mill to be erected, and in the
labor ol Messrs. Iintchins and Lane, it must
stand in the same category with other saw
mills and grist mills which are ami have hern
and will be built, and other laborious industries
which arc pursued for private gain and emolument. The lumber ol the inhabitants is-awed
at the usual
compensation. Their grists are
ground at the customary toll.
rite court proceeds to say that a town

Question by Sheriff Drew-- Well, Frank,

what
’Fell

The
i'lie

Cider

me.

II«

i.r\

lie never so wisely.
It says in effect that
those who by labor and economy have accumulated property best understand its
safe and profitable investment.

.»

Question.

Augusta correspondent ol 11>• Leu
.lourmtl, give; the following as the
■

the

of

Letter From Boston.

Poultry.

The local column of the

Correspondence

Progressive

an

occurrence

in the town ot

Searstnont.

as

favorite raiment for this

follows—

tail feathers of Mr. Poor’s white old hen

with yellow legs may designate a source
prediction as infallible as any seer that
ever sent bis apprehensive glance into the

j

future.
Snakes have from
earliest time had an important influence
upon human events. The snake under
notice came into the world with a snap.
So did the venerable serpent that got into

pocket books,

when

thev unwound themselves from the fasein-

on a

ating net.
At two

noticed

01

three of the establishments I

boy standing by the entrance,
taking account ot stock, by the method
lumber is counted, five straight lines, and
the iitth crossing them off aslant—rather
a doubtful compliment to every fifth, 1
reasoned, so made a point of getting out
on the first round.
In credit to the enterprise, all must admit that such genuine

which to illustrate the evil effects ot drink
Ilian the quotation that “it biteth like a
serpent.” It is possible that even the
sanctified fluid sold at Portland might
generate a few snakes in a man’s boots.
And our forefathers of the revolution

sought the augury of the serpent by hoisting on their ships a flag with the figure of

a

bargains

rattlesnake, and the motto “Don’t tread
on me.”
John Bull knows what that
snake did tor him.
The serpent in the egg which astonished our neighbor as the mysterious writing
on the wall alarmed the feasting Belshaza

in

dry goods

h ive seldom been

offered in Boston.

Not

a

small company of

Post Office, which

certainly

is

most novel scenes occasioned

lire.

It

was

one

of the

the great
the slight

by

almost comical,

Monduv

and Moore for defence
The Rockland Steam Mill has been sold

mills in this vicinity; thev will
prove a very powerful association, and
doubtless ere long there will he demonstrated the fact of “a cat under the meal.”
Representative Mortland lias been in
town a few days this week.
David looks
tin1

all

fresh

daisy, and

as a

eye

the merchants and business people,
which effectually hides the view of the
pulpit, toward which they were wont to
direct attention.
Now we hear not one
solemn voice preaching repentance, but a

nl

of the hen fruit.
Revealed.

The iieml Evans, charged with outraging ami murdering the young girl at
North wood. N. 11., has been lonnd guilty
and sentenced to be hanged. As the law
ot Mew Hampshire is similar to that ot
Maine, Evans will remain in prison one
yea
before being executed.
It will be
seen by th
account in another column
that he lias made a partial confession of
several atrocious crimes in lus past life,

continued chatter from male, and female,
the rustle of paper, stamping and clinking of boxes; such a complication of
sounds as we. hardly believed would ever
resound

ease,

which made

through

Perched in the

the Old South Church.

seats, are the
carriers, flitting hither and thither in shirt
I
sleeves, looking like most anything but a

and among them the murder of a young
girl near Augusta, in this State, in 1801.
The probability that this might be the

Strong murder

great
occurred to
a

singing

respectable choir in a well regulated
church. Outwardly, the appearance ot the
ancient land-mark is but little changed,
save in the resemblance ot
having gathered a tew

grand-children about her, in
sensation at. the time, at once
the form of little sheds and extensions,
us.
The facts are these: A family living
which look as though they had nestled
in that town had a young daughter, a
closely to her side for j rotection in their
handsome and intelligent girl of about 10.
extreme youth.
They also employed a farm laborer named
With the approaching March conics the
Doyle, a native of (he British provinces— j mani for halls. Foremost
among them
a simple minded and
apparently honest the printers ot the
an
to unite in one
city
fellow.
This man owned a lew sheep,
grand shaking off of duty, and join in the
which were pastured on the place, and he
giddy dance. Members ot the Press in
a
in
of
usually spent
portion
Sundays
general will interest themselves, and it
looking after them. One Sunday lie told
promises to he a grand success. Close
the people at the house that he was going
behind them the policemen will throw
to see his sheep, and went towards a piece
down the baton, and arrest the attention
of woods that bordered the pasture. Soon
ot the public by the annual display of
afterwards the girl started alone to church,
buttons and tine toilets with the famous
the road to which lay through the woods,
entertainment which characterizes their
in part. She was never again seen alive
yearly good time at Music Hall Then
A long and careful
by tier friends.
St. Patrick inspires his worshippers soon,
search was made by the excited people of
and divers other fraternities which serves
the town, which lasted lor days. At last
tor amusement as (lie season for other
an artfully constructed grave was found in
branches wane.
a
grassy spot in the woods. The turf had
The lecture lovers have been richly enbeen cut and turned back, a cavity hollowtertained by the appearance of Miss
Emily
ed out, the body laid therein, the. turf reFaithful of London, who lias created much
and
of
every vestige
placed,
superfluous sensation as a woman of rare abilities and
earth carried away.
Some twigs had
pleasing address. Not wholly give to
been broken off and stuck about the spot
woman’s rights, sh<; advocates
strongly
to further conceal it; and it was the wiltthe elevation of the sex and ret jrm.
She
ing of these that drew attention to the lias been a
guest of several prominent
grave.
citizens, and lias received much attention
Suspicion fell upon Doyle. He was ar- from the city officials.
rested and indicted.
The evidence was
An alarm of lire, at the ('.lobe Theatre,
entirely circumstantial. Beyond the facts a few
evenings since, caused quite a panic
that lie had indulged in loose remarts
in the house.
Some ot’ tiie scenery eaucdit
about, the girl, and had remained away
from the lights, and gave a lively scene
during the fatal day, there was absolutely not advertised. With eonsideraldt diffinothing even to direct suspicion toward culty the lire was
extinguished, and the
him. He was defended by Hon. E. E.
performance resumed, but the beholders
Pillsbury, with all ol the great abilities ot were affected much like the content ol
that gentleman—yet such was the excited a
corn popper.
state ol the public mind, that he was conMurders, infanticides and suicides convicted. sentenced to death, and imprison- tinue
to lill a large share of the space fir
ed.
Mr. Pillsbury, who thoroughly be- the
horrible in the daily journals, while
lieved in the innocence of his client, was the
court record tells facts and developuntiring in his efforts to procure a pardon, ments of numerous ones of the
past.
appearing repeatedly before the Governor
The little Love child still lives, but small
and Council, and urging the matter. It
hope Is entertained ol its final
was

with him

tice, for
man.

labor in the

a

Doyle

was a

cause

living

der the influence ot benzine,

feeling pugi-

grass."
the police

pearance of
conflict, and the valiant
shears was finished with

knight

ol

that the sentence

unexecuted; and

was

so

far as

allowed to remain

after

languishing

in

prison a few years, Doyle died, protesting
in his last hours that he was an innocent

town, will vote the limit allowed bycent, of the State valuation,
for the construction of the road.
We have
been talking railroad long enough, he said, and
now is the time to act.
we,

as

a

law, viz: live per

Remarks were also made by 1). Ivnowlton, T. R. Simonton and others, and a
resolve passed looking to immediate action at a town meeting.

—Bangor

is

now

wholly

rid

of

small pox, and feels greatly relieved.

the

Only twenty-four deaths by small pox
the

week, and we hear but few
swearing words called forth by a colliding
ol vaccination tender spots
past

Tho

guage railroad which once
decidedly in the direction of

narrow

pointed
Bangor,

so

toward

Bueksport.

the

seems

following

to

have been

deflected

it

judge by

we

may

from the Marinas

Republi-

can—

It is very doubtful whether Marhias will vote
dollar tor the survey of the road from Klls•vortli to Calais until something more is known
in regard to the
policy to tic pursued. There is
a derided reaction against
Bangor as a terminus,
and in tavor of Bucksport. This reaction is so
unmistakable, that no one now thinks of Bangor with favor, and we know some of our most
eainest laihoiul men will
oppose any further
action having reference to Bangor at all, hut
arc ready to do double duty to
go to Bucksport.
a

But us Bucksport is about to build a
road to Bangor, the travel and traffic
may
reach the latter place
indirectly, unless
our friends who live under the
guns of
Fort Knox are smart
enough to stop it
there. We are glad to see our friends at

Bucksport

in

way to improve thenvery decided natural advantages
are

a

—Brig Comorant, Hauson, cleared from Wilmington, N. C„ Nov 14, for Belfast, since which
time she has not been heard from, and serious
apprehensions are felt that she may have gone
down with all on board. Her cargo consisted
of 2,108 bbls. of resin and MX) bills, of
spirits.
We make haste to say that this

cargo
destined for Belfast in Ireland. In
this sober and moral city we don’t rosin
the bow to that extent, and as for the

our

and

thing

ice.
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that, beside this, the gold and
estimated at *t;;>,000,will sink into insignificance.
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are the old liarfford. Well known a- ,nr
the staunchest and soundest ompauies in the
•Mintry. and tie1 !*■ -t National ol Worcester.
Loth ot thehad lie.tv v losses m ttit
ump.iiin
Lost.m tire. !.ill paid every dollar without a
whine or
-ii-ain on tlnar r- .om <•Mr. <»eo.
I’. Field, foi mei iy ••! this city, i- >eeretarv ot
the Woree-ter 1 'onip mv. Me-sr-. ('ox .V 1 -id
have been long int.hr* 1 usim---.understand it
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Hound Top, which they
held against the assaults ol the
onfe.h rat-ririiiv to: a day and night.
I'ln* vivid word
painting ol tin* Governor guv e a highly dramattidle t i.> tin- scenes that he described.
The
next ieiture will be on the evening of the joth.
by * H FI well Ks«p. ot I'nthiml. and vve
Inepe I-. see ;t full hotlS*

seven

miles with the meivurv at ihntv below, to keep
hu iiio-s ruga ip ni" ii!. how tar would she have
Walked to keep one ..i a mat! in.oin
nature,
and where would the ilmnometer ha\- -one to
tliat time?

the
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The sudden ,ap
put aa end to tin

<' li u in I »»*

<*>v.

received.

An unknown vessel that harbored at Camden
''Lindav vv is seen Monday morning >li ilting out
o '»•
I*«• t »i
the heavy gale
A I the mill- and
factories on tin* stream ar stopped on account
"f the
wheel*
brim-, ehokrd with anchor
\yater

flv his left list, and sending his

antagonist

diately.

<iettyshur

annum,

lan

r

n

to seek another held of labor.
W“ team
that action bv tin society (- »n l>e taken inline

command

-ilver product
boo annually,

settle

t>

duty

The Sail Francisco Bulletin thinks that in a
very lew years the Paeitie coast will raise more
titan lOO.OOO.OOo bushels «»f surplus wheat per

lislic, went for a lone damsel, and without waiting to introduce himself, struck a
“posish" a la Heenan, at the same lime
“to

in

call

a

<

the fat of the land.

on

employed

l nitai

eliurch, hi5
the society at
Augusta. He laid the matter before hi-* parish
ioiiers last Sabbath, and desired an e xpression
IT-- would ike to remain when he is, lie said,
for two vt ars to one but it the -line time de
sired that no one should he inliueneed by that
fact in casting a \.»i. but
insider only th
good «‘t the parish. I ’nless the decision should
be nearly unanimous tt»* should consider it his

>

an-

Mr. I tter, of t!i,

lb‘\.

received

( apt.
F b.
Ivellev of the
m-ord, from M itan/.as, reports that on
January. during a heavy gale, spaii) ni
Hugh Mardon, “I M:»in ■. aged 20 years.
Thomas Griffiths and Chariest ambeer. wt-rc
washed overboard and drowned.

One of our tonsorial artists, while un-

«

The follow iu
ifati uiciil ol tin* amount ot
hi icks man1:!.i.: it red m Main-.
\! [‘ailand
and [Jeering, lU.0O0.UUO; Buig.-i md Brewer,
thoroughly. ami have th.-entir.- onlidem ot
t. 4,0<N >,000 ; Saco. 1 uOU.OOo. I
luuoO.uilO: \V;
In >itr m.lg. tueid persons in ihi! Piniariseotta. .I.OOo.uOo; h.imehee. a.oou.nno; ! o.ir prop
to consult them in
York. 2,0bO,OOU; SillJh Berwi. k. 700.000; at! vieinitv cannot do >o w |l
I.ewispm 12.001 i.ooo ; total. 1*.70(1,000.
effecting insuram eIra l>. Sturgis, H. A
I>.- Witt, and d. M.
nn Saturday aft* .m<•>;,.
young -on of Sebra
!
of Allgnsfa. and William and Ainas a
count of what he would do to suppress Haynes,
l’.atterson was -itting in a pung m trout of this
| >ragiie of U. F, have asked for an act of inthe traffic.
“There must be something .-orpin oion for tin* kennebi and New \ ork ortiec,holding trie rein-, while hi- father was tradSteam N tvigaiion Company.with a capital stock
ing in a store near by. \ pair ol horses, attach
rotten in Denmark.”
o| *200.000. to run :i hue of passenger am. freight
ed to a heavy sled, that had become frightened
We have a ease ol small pox on the steamier- hetw. n Vwgus'a and New York.
bv a snow slide.’, am.* tea. mg around the cornei
The ship Fnduuuted. ot Bath, which sailed
stage road between this city and RockIrom Main streei.aml run
directly upon the
from New York a few days .uo for Sail Franport. The red flag keeps away ail life in- i■ i~■ n, i■:is «»;i hoard a argo ielding ticIt seem.
is though th*■
boy must in.
-hip pung.
surance agents and sewing machine ped*■‘•2,000 in freight money, am! on her arrival it
.■vitHbjy b»* killed
Tin top .f the pung was
her destination she will take a cargo that will knocked into
lers.
Vim.
splinters and the pieces caught
It -lie meet* with
pay about S.Vi.OoO freight.
under the t a ward runners of the sled, with tin
uo mishap, if is expected that she
vill
clear her
Wiiat is run Credit .Mor.iurt; ,j
I'he owners Soil .in lo on t he v <v age.
?,ov among them. Fortunately mi. >f the horses
■-

■

Louisville Journal enlightens a correspondent, who asks “what is that Credit
Mobilier that the people are talking so
double-joint, I. l-i.
simply
acting swindling machine, modeled after
"AVel!, it

is

s.,

Henry Robinson. who was, at the September
term <ii' court, indicted for assauit with intent
to i.ilp at South Berwiek. an l who had given
bonds in the sum ■•! Soon, p•■■.] to appear for
trial. ! a ving let! Pr ( an ad a. 11 is sure! ies hav e
appeal' d and paid over the amount ot the bond.
It is understood that the sureties lose nothing,
as tin* money had been deposited with them.

much about P” Savs the Journal
!.a

fell, which stopped the pair, but so closely whs
the boy held that tin -led had to be lilted to get
| him out. And yet, strange t.» iv. he was not
j >e
iously hurt. I’ll ninawav team iieloogcil

j
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urged'•on* tin r«*tor h C*!« T. be ontrolled by
member- u| ring-, -hould be countenanced
Tin citi/' ii- ot' integrity must be vigilant to
'•den any
.1 uinh-r the tie d.
\tel the Bomd
I Aid' lire a should be looked after
with equal
l,‘.
We 1
not without hope that Muyoi
Marshall will cunsent to -ei v< another yeai
and know that tin de-ire i- aian.-t uuiver-al.
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t»i Mr. kidilei of the lii in <•! k idder.
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question
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a
general disposition to utiiic upon (
P.
Ha/eltine, but that gentleman peremptorily
ilodines. Calvin llcrvcy md Dr Brook- are

ot
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i-

i-

rived

passage

It i- reported that the seekei after s-liavv. Hie
missiiin \\ a .do eollerlor, have beeome satisfied
j that h*- reside- m \ ermont eonseiiuentl y tin
I
-( o( die town will not be dug over.
ie

li

ignore parts
lun-.winch -hould really in-vci tie drawn in
municipal matter-, and to del the be-t man
without regard to public p ant.. d* ut>. Then

mhiert of

.In. Honda

ille reeeiillv
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from Boston, and
from Portland
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letter irom
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I*. Tomes

Alban F. 1 dwelt ot
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lhaf

on

th.

f

/e»ssti,

a Ie m
to Ueorgelown.
<
aimliored otV the railroad bridge ill w intei-, was from
on the niglu
! o| .Ian, .dth while semldinc bet«»re a north ea-i
m the blow of Sun
through and s> n|v t»\ i«
I gab*, in • d. do. 40 ion.
do.
daV night. She belongs fo f II. Ilerrilllali.
p tl|e j |,v *0iUt.

eiit
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Mr\m>
had her shoulder
Thursday
dislocated by being thrown from a sleigh on the
She \\ :t- riding with
eastern <ide o| the ri\
On

another

woman,

eolr in

pting

run

when
into

behold a couple of
gaily dressed gh'L piwivd up bv a snow avalanche one pleasant dav last week. But the\
It

was

;i

painful sight

to

laughed and shook the snow from their hats
capes and boldlv projecting bustles, as though
it was only a good joke.
We publish this week two interesting loiters
from Florida. Gov. < ro-bv w rites, under date
ot Feb. (Jth, that he is about !,» -tart on an excursion of ::oO miles into the interior, to he absent a month, but w:i! endeavor to
keep up

communication with

t*ers.*n,

-opposed

its.

’apt. Wording’s sleigh

was
knocked into
kindling wood in the square by the collision of
a fiery, untamed steed, on
Friday. The colliding steed was managed bv a mariner who forgot that lie hud his port, tacks aboard, and
therefore should bear away.

A correspondent desires to know the present
residence off1. A. Mason, of German Liniment
We can
memory, who formerly resided here.
only say that lie melted away one day, and de-

to b»

u a

bo*ttt directly

uudei

the bow; they heard the c.dl
only on.
it imin' -o rough, lie could not heave the w—,
1

mnler

u
man driving a wild I
and overturned them.

lows only ¥10 for the
passage of a wreck- parted hence for parts unknown, leaving on the
an(' nothing tor a woman or
er11™".side of our ledger a sprain which we
cluld, and lie will leave here a shipwreck- wrong
tear his liniment will never heal.
ed man, robbed, within
two clays’ sail of
spirits, it is felony to talk of it outside of his own
Messrs. F. R. Frederick and d. O. Fernald
country, by men wearing the
Elder Shaw's branch establishment.
last week made a foray upon the pickerel of
uniform ot Spain. His
will he
protest
laid on the shelf i„
Washington, and that Quantebaeook, aided by the enticing bait of live
—The homeopathists have petitioned wdl be
the end of it, because our motto shiners. Highly pickerel and a large quantity
that in the Maine General Hospital such is. Let us have
peace,” even though we ot perch were the result. Fried pickerel, dispatients as desire to be treated after the are daily insulted by a third rate power. cussed before a big lire, with all the -accomYours
manner of Hahnemann
respectfully,
paniments of camp life, are very pleasant. But
may have the
Tij.den Hai.l, Jr.,
cutting holes through ice flu* depth o: an axe
privilege.
Master o!....
seh. Lucy 1) of
Quine*. Mass handle i- rough on the muscular system.
i*
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arn

S.
A. Partridge with potatoes foi
Baltimore. Mr. Morrow is loading schr. Cameo
with potatoes for Boston.
Pilcher A Uorhau.
an
loading schr. Fannie and Kdifh with hay
and plaster for Philadelphia flic plaster is from
the mills .>i lo-eph baler
tin- city
Wood-,
Mathew- ,v Baker hast loaded schr. F. A.
HI I iot with lias for Bo-ton. Sc hr. Foiest (^.icen

1-

tleii

l-

!-<->

mi

big schr.

i-

We are likewise surprised that our
friend should allow women
be crowded out. That’s what they make the chid
burden of their complaint
\\
in:, ml

his

are seen

-im-it tisliers

io

Mills.

I'he

was

tour.

et*s.

V-\l

b-

IIav ana. Jan. JS. is,- : -Mr. Editoi
I
send .you au account ot
shipwreck that
has recently occurred on the coast ot Cuba
and which will show the
ve-pert m whirli
our Hag i- held heiv, and the barlianlt of
the Spaniards towards American-. <
'api.
I liomas L.
Fleming, ot East Huston. \v is
on
a
voyage from Savannah to Jamaica
in sell
(Ieorgo Steele. On the night ot
the l.'ith inst., his vessel struck on the
coast, not far from the east end of (lie
Island. It was blowing a gale at the time,
and all bands had to remain on the wreck
ed vessel for some hours before
they could
land, which they finally did. and found
themselves on a desolate part of the coast,
they succeeded in saving all their personal property, and intended takiim out
the cargo of lumber and all the
sails,
rigging, &C. Rut two days alter landing,
a body of soldiers,
numbering t.'it), made
th.eii appearance and
compelled them to
leave, and leave all their
property that
thoy could not carry with them on a inarch
of over JO miles,
through mud and vvatei, over rocks, and through
swamps
where a path had to be cut. The
captain’s
wife and child were with him on foot
all
this.
His wile gave out, and
through
they had to wait lor her to rest. At last
reached
a Spanish
they
gunboat, which
brought them to Baracoa, from which
the
place
American Consul sent them here,
where they arrived
destitute, having lett
all their personal
property,
excepting the
little they could
carry, on'the beach.The
captain protested against this outrage, and
the captains and merchants
here have contributed money towards
sending him and
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Our article upon
Woman Biutn.-" is r..,y,|ed out this week, lint will appeal in tun in-xi
issue.
We were somewhat -urpti-,■ ! <> -,,,■
Bro. Simpson of the .lourmil. -mp. a,
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the prophets.” [('umileu Herat !.
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in the Met hodd’ ■•hut eh ha- begun
hi Sundav evening twelve or more knelt for
A
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Wiivi;\i>. owing to the cold
ues- ot iIk* weather i.iViv
busine-s along Un
wharves i- extremely dull, although the harhoi
remains tree trom
llav ! a- -one in slowlv

splendid halibut.

Si; per year.

the third Wednesday oi

in

Mr. Ibirh.im Keep- hi market supplied
kinds ot tish. and mi- now on hand

-The lumber mannlaeturers and deal
of Maine are to hold a convention it
on

were

all

—The new Central Railroad depot, at
Waterville, an elegant and verv eonven
ient bniIditig, is now readv lor on,at| nry,
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at the next election.

Examiner Adams, of the Patent Office, writes to us to say that the bulky
volumes ol patent reports, si ridiculed i»\
lion. S. S. Cox. are no longer issued, but

at

n' nu

Augusta
big stick,
diaries Douglas-,
with

be gone—-hence the
di-cover his where
.bouts. I p to this time In* ha- not been found
When vve consider that he vva- awful drunk
Iwsf Friday night we am led to exclaim **lt is
was

\u>\..

you fellows who

g.

I here
w

—

condensed form

did .v

How

--The Kennebec Journal tavors the
submission to the people ol the ipiestion ol
woman

was

is:iui

Kev. Mr. Idler, <m iii*xI >a,'':ati) evening
deliver
!,-< 'hir-e upon llie Miraeles.

in it at the time, lint two eases of the

disorder

week

<

tin*

on

Douglass (colored < a 1 b -I at hi- house and isked
for something to eai. wh n w as given him. On
tie* next .lav in* again -• tlled with the same re
'(West which w a- il->- /ranted. Il vva- a strung.*
oineidem that at the time of his departure, a
'tillable silver watch that vva- hanging in ttn*

-traii-T.

—The small pox hospital at Wiseasset
was burned on Saturday night.
No one

interv iew with
the following

gentleman

and City.

v-iive i>

an

related

loom,

>iuee.

May heaven protect ns!--but all the pil
lars that have supported the platform oi

illev, ot Lrooks.

<

Kcar
A

French invention, tint it is of such intricate
A rumor is in circulation at the Capitol to the
construction that we couldn't well describe it
without the assistance of a ,|n-mtity ot iia- j etVec.t that. "Wing to the recent revelations in
tin*
Credit Mohilier business, and cspeciallv on
grams and the portraits of half the members d |
>■ iei "lint of hi- ili health. Representative Brooks,
Congress."
of New A'ork, decided t“ resign his scat.
In
this
vent
vac alley in the next Hoiis«
would j
And now it is a former radical rand'also he occasioned.
In the event o!
Mr j
Brook's resignation it is highly probably that;
date for the Presidency that is in the toils
x
11"n. *ainm ! ". <
would n.-.iv the nomi.John C. Fremont i- wanted in Paris to nation in hi-. Brook's ,|i<triet. vvhieh i' hirgeiv [
i Jemocrati
answer the charge of selling swintlliin

recovery.

of jus-

poor and friendless

He was aide to succeed

Revenue Cutter Dobbin was in our harbor ou
Captain Dean reports that on the 2d
a>t.. found British schooner Violet ashore ou
Bay Ledge, near Isle in Haute, she was from
St. John for Boston, with lumber.
After getting off. she leukt 1 considerably, and Capt Dean
ottered to tow her to < astine, but the Captain
thought lie could get her to Herring Cut. and
declined assistance.

Monday.

B v1.1lMtmi:,

brig

are

Mystery

of Charles B. Hazeltine. John W.
White, Win. C. Marshall <»f Belfast, Darius
Alden of Augusta, anil others, into a steamboat
company for the establishment of a line between
Belfast and Castine and other points east.

the L2th of

been

in nave

seems

old prices.

it

['"pnlation *02 p“r.«>uis
'•otfon and w "lei mills.

a
eoiitmodinus
political meaning. The copperUncle Samuel gave his healthy room in the
jogging
on
hotel
sticet.
city
revelaThe
terrible
Spring
coming.
mail in the cradle of liberty; but to see
the tune ol
tions of Credit Mobilier are the last feather
Judge Hall mulcted him
the busy chaps since he joined the church,
Sin and costs.
that has broken the back ot a people’s enis worth more money than the price of adSeveral suspicious kegs and jugs have
durance.
Like old Bel and bis harlots,
mission. in the place where so many re- been
those chaps at Washington must “get up
grabbed by the police this week.
citizens of Boston have sat. Sab- Still the demand is as
and get.” Let Mr. Poor keep a careful spected
great as ever t >nr
bath after Sabbath, stands the letter boxes new sheriff
was foisted into ofliee on ae
on that. fowl, and let the world know

has a

A

tion

The 1 ewisfon Journal civ- that then- are
'dot persons of French < ’anadian birth in that
it>. There are dud families. The families
t\ ci ag** about siv persons earh.
Of our French

week to prominent members 01
the (’obb Lime Co., who have consolidated

out this

sight-seerrs letting

may be found at the new residence of the

reasoning of this decision, as has man. it will be one of the most curious
iston
been observed, would cut off railroads
chapters in the history of criminal trials,
present condition of this great moral from the benefit of similar
loans, inasmuch if it shall prove that Evans was really the
question—
as they are for the
profit of private owners. perpetrator of this murder, which so nearThe eider question has not yet been deWe think, however, that analogy is found
cided by the committee on temperance.
ly resembles, in it.-, general features, hi:
The committee are unanimously in favor by the courts between railroads and high- other crimes.
of striking out the word eider from the ways sufficient to justify the aid,and for the
first section of the law relating to drink- reason,
An enthusiastic railroad meeting was
among others, that, railroads are in
ing-houses, leaving that part of the secheld at Camden on Tuesday of last week,
and
that
such
control
control,
legislative
tion which prohibits the sale of intoxicating liquors to cover cider \v icn it is in- is exercised lor public benefit—which is at which Edward Cushing, Esq., presidAbout half the ommittee not the case witli enterprises like that ed. P. J. Carleton Esq., stated the object
toxicating.
arc also in favor of striking out entirely
against which this injunction is granted. of the meeting in the following remarks—
the cider exemption section, leaving the
Mr. P. J. Carleton being called upon, alluded
Certain
it is that the legality of municipal
sale ol cider entirely to the first section.
to the meeting recently held in Portland, beSome of the committee, however, are aid to railroads has been sustained by the tween a committee of the Knox and Lincoln
tearful that the enemies of the prohibitory courts of the country, with one exception, and P. id. and Itiver Railroad, with Col. Liedley.a well known railroad contractor of New
law might use it in this shape to prosecute and that
exception was overruled by the York, and made the following statements, viz:
a farmer for selling a barrel of fermented
that Col. Liedlev would contract to build the
the
of
Court
United States.
cider, in order to bring the law into Supreme
road from Rockland to Winterport for thirty
and
to
avoid
thousand dollars per n.i|o, and from Wintersome
members
odium;
this,
The
to
have
the
law
Herald
for
desire
Almanac
confined to the pro1873, issued by port to Baugor tor thirty-live thousaud dollars
per mile, and that he said Col. Liedley would
hibition of tlie sale of intoxicating eider the Mew York Herald
establishment, is invest three hundred thousand dollars, at the
to be drank on the premises. Mr. Farringthousand, in the
just out, with a most coiuprehensive table rate of five tor everyasthirty
ton of Fryeburg, lias made a proposition,
he did, a good investroad, considering it,
of
useful
A
contents.
new
of
ment. Mr. Carleton stated that the charter for
feature,
which meets with decided favor, to have
the law apply to the sale of cider to be groat value to mariners and those inter- a road from Winterport to Bangor hud expired,
and for that reason the road must be. built from
drank on the premises unless the court ested in
navigation, are the cyclone charts, Rockland to Bangor. He said that now is the
or jury trying the case shall And that such
with directions for escaping lrom storms. time to strike, and that we might as well make
eider is not intoxicating, and not to the
up our minds now as at any other time whether

_

more

cash in the numerous

rock.” Even our total abstinent friends
can timl no better figure ol speech with

comes out

There has been presented and referred in the
a bill that provides for the incorpora-

legislature

i-

than the wag of the
watch dog’s frisky appendage.
No doubt
there remained only small remnants of
not

were

it

wisdom was toreed to confess that he
couldn’t understand, among other mys-

what else

years together without juarrelling. A gentleman in the hoot and shoe business, who livevery near us, intends to put in a claim for tin
bacon when the custom is adopted here.

1

the Garden of Eden—and he has kept the
race snapping pretty lively ever since our
great progenitors were snaked out of that
pleasant abode. Moses had such familiarity with the reptile that his rod changed
into one at will. Solomon with all his

zar,

Not long ago we published an account ol an
old Kngli-h custom which gave a l.-g of bacon to
every couple in the pal l«h t hat hail lived twenty

a

The

mouth.
sale of cider under any other circum- There is also an immense mass of indexed
I had reached the proposed eastern ter- stances.
The feeling in favor of repeal- information in relation to politics, marminus of my excursion. As I stood gazing ing the present cider law is unanimous.
kets, finance, &c., &c. All of which is
A proposition to strike
at the broad Atlantic—watching its wild
lager beer from
the first section of the law against drink- afforded at the very low prices of twentywaves as they came rolling in across the
ing-houses and tipplmg-shops, was re- live cents.
bar, their crests white with foam—listen- jected by the committee by a vote ol 1 to
—The Oxford Democrat is culling soft
ing to their muffled thunder as they rose 1C.
for the Credit Mobilier scamps,
and fell, dashed to spray in their collision
Clam diggers on the flats around Newbury- phrases
of “the mistake of Patterson
and
talks
with the obstacle that they seemed strug- po»t have a good time of it this
il
winter, being
no unusual thing fur boys to take
eighteen and Colfax.” The state prisons are full
gling to wrench from its foundation— bushels of clams
in one tide, for which thev reof mistaken men
watching the steam tugs hound outward ceive fifty eents per bushel.

1

a

of

heads

The Sheriff i> going about interviewing those
are supposed to deal in the ardent.
Yet
persons who are posted -av that a man can
moisten his t!if<>at at miiuvm’-hh places. t>y giving the password and -igu.
who

NO verdict has vet been reached in the Alley
in Boston,
murder «mm
The evidence for
defence A
r>' strong, tending to show that the
prisoner was absent T the lime of the alleged

a.

respect. There is no doubt a deep,
hidden meaning in the event
Not out of
the mouths of prophets alone do prognostications of the future come. The humble

serpent

the

Generalities.

Rockland.

>

entire

things,

ot

season

from

Correspondence ot the Journnt.
Rockland Fnb. 10th.
The weather fnr the past week has been
truly delightful. Snow slides have been

frequent, consequently pedestrians have murder.
A Kentuckian petitions the Legislature to
had to keep an eye aloft. Notwithstandhis name from Giant to detf Davis.
Somehow she seems more natural in this the frequent cries of ‘-stand from under” change
A Wisconsin !ad> school teacher was lately
attire than in the dainty white gown, so many an unlucky wayfarer has been desh'-t '-.y a man whose hoy she had punished.
much admired tire past few weeks.
A posited in a heap on the sidewalk amid
Jox-ph Bun of Cape Flizabeth, *24 years of
general elevation of teamsters, and bus the laughs of the lucky ones who escaped age. wa- dro vne.l ofT Boom Island while fishdrivers from sleighs to carriages is notice- the avalanche. Runaways and smash ups ing.
T
lumbermen in Aroostook liavc «|tiite a
able, each from his lofty seat seeming to have also been frequent, and never since
hard tine :d present. on
count of the deep
say, “how high up is this?” No more the epizootic have our streets presented snow.
jolly sleighrides from Charlestown to the so “smashing” an appearance.
Mary Ralston, an [owa girl. A fascinating all
utmost limits of the South End tor five
The adjourned session of the Dee. term Washngton with her hair, which A sivtv-two j
inches long.
cents; but again the lumbering old of S. J. Court commenced Tuesday. Judge
V craze man started a Dubuque congregation
j
coaches beat up Washington street, tack- Dickinson presiding. The following cases
by singing and dancing the "Ham Fat Man,” i
when they »r <<| to put him out he threw
and
as
as
often
a
well regulated have been tried: Sam!. I’illsbury vs. .1.
ing ship
! deacon down and blacked his ey,-,.
coaster in the channels ot Belfast Bay. S. Willoughby, dispute on rent of store.
The Milwaukee Journal A in favor of allowPedestrians pick daintly along, the favor- Willoughby refusing to pay advance ol ing
boy** to cateli ride*. mi sleighs, and thinks
ed masculine, unincumbered by train, rent, through occupying store and having they might .]uA as well die in that way as to
grow up and be killed in railroad accidents.
rather taking the lead, and entirely heed- no lease.
Verdict for plaintiff.
Gould
A
bride ran
race with her father.
less of the spattering lie gives poor Flora for plaintiff, Rice and Hall for defendant. who Kentucky
was opposed to her marriage, and succeedaching
carriage in which the brideMcFlimsy in the rear, who is forced to Exceptions filed by defendant’s counsel. ed in n wawaiting b fore the old gentleman
groom
wait at the overflowed crossings for a
Moody vs. Inhabitants of Camden, for al- caught up.
policeman to take her up tenderly
leged injuries caused by defect in highTw.« broth* ;-, i»y the name ol Smith, who
The last dodge of the wary dry goods way. Claimed
went from Garland to the West. nearly ost
damages SROOO.Oo. Jurv their
lives in the great snow storm.
They
man. is the sale of remnants, which creatout nine hours. Verdict for plaintitfallowwent ifrer wi>o
uni th< s|
eauie on, theii
vokc f oxen wen frozen ml they baivlv got
ed immense agitation among the poor ing $42o .Rf>
Baker
damages. Appealed.
! to a house a'i\ c.
feminines the past week. Spite of wind, for plaintiff. Gould and Moore tor defendriirt“ hundred mo. a-ui makers at Bangor,
weather and mud, there was a steady ant. J. D. Rust vs. Carlton et als. for damhave struck tor higher wages, and agreed to
tine and imprison anyone who departs from
crowd at the advertised places, each eager age
on'property by constructing roadway. their
regulations, though it is difficult to see
to purchase the last end of something, if Now on trial.
Baker for plaintiff Gould how it
to be done.
[Thev resumed work on

Some there be. uo doubt, who will scoff
at this occurrence, and avow a disbelief.
Not so with us. We propose to treat that
hen and the fruit ot her parturition with

“tne way of a

Letter

Journal,

year—mud. slosh, and the inevitable drippings from the buildings for a top-knot.

The most singular hisus naturte of which
we ever heard is that told »s
hy Mr. T,. M.
Poor. oT Sear.smont. On taking some hen's
he
observed a slight protubereggs from a nc-t
ance at the end of one, but thought nothing ot
it till he heard the shell snap.
I'pon looking
he saw a singular substance oozing out. which
proved to be a fully developed serpent, seven
inches long, which had apparently lain coiled
lip in the en 1 of the egg. It was nearly the
color of the white of the egg, and exhibited
some signs of life when it tirst came out.

terious

of the

Boston, Feb. 10.
Well, Boston is again clothed in her

account ot a remarkable

Age gives

quickening

the (’apt. of the Prescott
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Association,
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♦aC Geo. P. Rowell &* Co., 4u Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper,
at the lowest rates. Their order.) will receive prompt
attention.

one

Da'dalus “soared
too near the .-tin."
When we left the
bench there was to be found there a heap
of oyster 'hells that was not visible to the
naked eye when we landed.
For the

nf

-ns

in

having,

■

!•

advertisements.
£#**S. R, Niles, No.

ihe other,

on

PMIXISTRATOItS. EXECUTORS and Gl’

♦#"S. M. Pei TEXow.i. & Co., o State St., Boston
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding

side, and Fort denrge Inlet
abound in oysters; not so
large as those from Cedar Key, but of
very line flavor
Heaps upon heaps ot
them lie dead on the bank of the creek,

soei'.tioti.
Before leaving U-.e Prescott
H o.dtine. 1 cannot refrain from whisper
ii
to you that :l v ui should ever be so

In advance, $2.00 a year;
at the expiration ol the

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper lias been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

at

de!!; of '.he North A.inerioan Pickerel A--

Terms.

desiring their advertisements published in the .Journal will please so state to the Court.

every direction, until every

in

least, lias been a sealed book. Xo:
withstanding the assertion ol some ami
the prediction of others that l should have

ion

SIMPSON.

PROPRIETOR.

within the year, $2.60;
ear. £3.00.
Advertising Terms.
For one square, one
inch >>f length in column,) $1.20 for three weeks,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction ol a square charged as a full one.
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EDITOR AND

"

igablr ini' i; la rti l.i. .1 the i
num'-.-r and variety to gratify the desires
me, :ti I
it, as it st-( nis
the <a'op tln-v can possibly vu Id ‘.as be a »d the most ardent sportsman—1 found
iiar e-o-b.
J: mvarre i t.i me that an exmuch pleasure, I believe,
q.- t■■
in
t’.' i
to ita mouth and the t< tritory ad- strolling about gathering specimens of
j-i.-ft'-might rIsold m.-terial for thought tar heandfnl sea sliclls that- are lying
bit is nas

..a,,

THURSDAY MORNING

EVERY

WILLIAM

\\ ink

!

Prophesies

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

I'UKKDUM

Mes-r-. Boardmau A Son hask dosed then
woolen mill tor the pres,m. and are
about to
to

remove

Massucliusetts.

H. IT

Buttertidd lias pul new and improve t
machinery into his shovi I handle factors and
will resume work in about a week.

Henry Thompson has bought of d. c. Whit
ney, the building occupied l»\ tin- fornn-i e *,
dwelliug house and -tore.
(>. II. Keene, whose shoulder wax- fractured
two weeks ago, ha- -•* tar recovered as to a
tend to his business as usual.
B. William-, o( Kockland, ;s in town

looking

after ship timber, A
S’. K. Ifanfnrlh ha- upem-.l hi- new store 01
the corner of Main ami roller -(reels.
Snow i- sui.l to he live feet
deep oo an iiveriiyr
in this vieinity.
William C>. 'Cihlev ha- so tar reeovereil from
hi- attac k of paraly-i- a- to he able to
talk.
A Kiriner's Chili will lie
organi/.ial here llnweek.
1,11 1
uesday the (loiumittce on Legal
Adairs reported leave to withdraw on the

petitions
to

A

lor woman

suffrage—standing 7
minority report favoring a change

ot the constitution will he made.

The steamer Kutahdin hail her fore top-must
carried away during her last trip from Boston.

[ Whig.
It is singular, hut when she left this
port slie carried away all her remaining
masts and spars

The

Northfleet

Maine Legislature.

Horror !

Railroads to inquire into the expediency
mate roared out comto keep back and allow j of requiring the European and North
the women to get to the side ol the vessel, American Railroad Company to carry
dockets passengers and freights at rates correstint apparently without success,
The
A gun ponding to those of other railroads.
were tired and blue lights burned.

aptaiil

and tirst

mands to the

men

loaded, but through an accident the
piece could not be discharged.
Signals of distress were seen by several
vessid-, but appear to have been regarded
signals for a, pilot. .Meanwhile the
-i-ene on deck hurtles description.
The
captain, finding the men determined to
cave the vessel, went below and armed
tomself with a revolver, and ascending
poop-deck declared hi- determination
shoot the tirst man who tried to leave
•ssei helore the women were saved,
i tie tir»-t boa! launched was lowered by
um let of the passengers by cutting
■in.
There being no ladder at hand
-pemix way ot getting into it was by
•In
earing or dropping some twelve or fifteen
\- there was a terrible rush toward
:t
tie
at the scene was one of distressing
c.fusion, nit! a man and a boy tell into
:lie water and were drowned. The officers
'. al! they could to force the men who
ust got into the boat to leave it that the
«
men might be saved, but to no purpose,
even firing with blank cartridges.
About
thirty persons having got into it. the boat
put otf. Not one ot the crew were in it.
Another lifeboat was launched.
A man
got into it and was ordered to leave. He
.closed and the captain shot him in the
>ail.
Then captain Knowles placed his
wile in lhe boat anil said to the boatswain,
who already got in. -'Here’s a charge tor
v iu, Bos’n
take care of her and the rest,
•.n't G id Ides- vou.”
Wringing his wife’s
.'.and In- .ade her “Good bye.” saying. “1
shall n. vci see you again.”
It is impossible to describe the panic
■fiat raged all this time.
Heartrending
veil.-- were witnessed on all sides.
One
l the passengers seeing the Captain’s
wife in the boat, threw his own wife in.
tossed her baby to her and entered the
■oat himselt.
A little girl was thrown
uto the boat by her father, who tried to
save the res! of hi> family, but the maddened crowd pressing toward the side of

compulsory education bill was passed to
be engrossed.
Rill relating to damages

was

for land taken tor railroad purposes

Only

tw..

..I

the

a

precarious

seven

to be enacted.
In the Senate, Saturday, tlie lull amending the savings bank law was ordered
printed. The following passed to tie enacted.
Bill to amend see I, chap. *4.
laws ot' 1*70, relating to letters of administration ; in relation to damages for land
taken for railroad purposes. Resolve in
favor of the Bangor Children’s Home was
linally passed. All new matter front the
House was inferred to the Legislature. A
large amount ol routine business was
transacted. A bill was reported providing for a survey ot the state line between
Maine and New Hampshire. In t tie House,
an
order passed directing the Railroad

Committee
of

i

to

inquire into the expediency

applying the provisions of see. :!1,
chap. 51, R. S.. relating to the safety ot
passengers on railroads to mixed trains
or otherwise.
Leave io withdraw was
reported on petition for charter for a railroad from West Waterville to Augusta.
Ought not to pass was reported on bill to
establish the settlement of paupers; and
oti bill authorizing railroad companies to
construct branches.
The compulsory vac
cination act came to the House amended
by the Senate, and Wednesday next was

Inexpedient was reported on
establishing uniform rates of tariff on
railroads, also on order allowing jailors to
assigned.

state.

boats aboard
doubt, to the

proposing

structed to report finally on or before the
l*th Inst. ; that the House concurring both
branches linally adjourned on Saturday,
the 27th inst., at 1 o’clock p. in. The

Coburn Land Company bill was passed to
be engrossed. In the House, passed to be
enacted ; bills relating to the change of
rt ii seemed to become a question ot
moments.
file quarter deck was still names of persons; to amend see. 15,
vd.'d by men. women and children,
chap. 59, R. S., relating to marriage. 1’he
lying, -wearing and praying. The cap- resolve in favor of S. F. Walker, indefiaiii and pilot were
together, and the lat- nitely postponed in the House, came back
from the Senate, passed to be engrossed.
te: was heard saying:
“If you want to
-:iv<
yourselves, make tor the topmast,” The House refused to concur by yea and
which many of the poor victims rushed. nay vote—f4 to 4lb and adhered to its
An order passed the House
In a quarter ot an hour a tug picked up former vote.
he second imat with thirty occupants, and
referring all new mailer introduced after
then si, amed around the spot.
About to-dav to the next Legislature,
ibrep-.piartc.s ,,i au hour after being
Congress.
s'.ruit, the Nnrtlitlcct went down head
r-t, with awful suddenness, with three
Iii tin1 Senate Wednesday, btli. Messrs.
iuuidi d and twenty-seven souls on hoard. Morrill of
Maine, Scott, Stockton, Wright
At that moment the tirst boat was 100 and Stevenson were
appointed a commit-aids and the sc'imd boat only JO or MO tee to consider the
testimony affecting
aids from the vessel.
The crew of the certain Senators in connection with the
lioat. aft.-i landing the women, row- Credit Mohilier.
The report ol the con1
around the scene ot tin* wreck and ference committee on bill tor additional
-.iVed live men trying to swim to the war vessels was concurred in. The House
'bore.
bill to grant a pension to Mrs. Wood,
A lugger took on the oeeupants of the
daughter of Gen. Taylor, was referred to
second boat. :I1 passengers, and a pilot
the Committee on Pensions. In the House,
.tei rescued the pilot and It) men, who
a hill was passed amending the internal
:
living gone down with the vessel, rose revenue law, in regard to small producers
the 'tirt'iee and clung to the main-top- of tobacco and
wine, was passed. A bill
mast tigging
The ves-el lies in eleven was
passed repealing the provisions ol tin*
at!sMil- nl water.
act of the !th of .Inly, 18G4. which pro1 :.
survivors say that the captain dis- hibits the allowance of
pension claims unlived the s.-iuest heroism.
lie retainless prosecuted to a successful issue within
i'd id- jni--i-i
nl mind trom the first to
live years from the date ol being tiled,
In
i-t. -Hove hard to put in end to the
and allowing claims so barred to be
and
din
his
dmv n avelv to the end.
pain
granted and allowed within two years
H- was at the last moment going across from the
passage of this act upon satisie. *\ ni the
at
hope ot enabling some of factory parol evidence.
row-1 erushing around the boats on
In the Senate, Gth, Mr. Stevenson and
-el- to get away from the ship.
Mr. Stockton asked to be excused from
I he -urvivors -ay that other boats got
serving on the Credit Mobiher Commit tee
'..n when the -hip surd;, and expressed
-hut were refused. Mr. Logan introduced
n.e i.etiet that it the pa-sengers had allowa bill
directing the Postmaster-General to
'd them to be lowered they
probably advertise immediately for proposal from
■aid
have saved at least loo more citizens of the United States
for performc-;
| nlortunateh the women eould
ing weekly mail service for fifteen years
t climb the masts, although we
did between New York and
Liverpool by at
iu our power to help them.
Con- least six American built four thousand
-e.juentlv all the women and ehildren, ton iron steamships, at a compensation
•vith the exception of the captain’s wife
not exceeding $600,000 per annum.
On
ad another and two children, were
motion of Mr. Cragin the hill to establish
drowned
an iron
on water (ail■

ship-building yard

Washington Matters.
•

PI -Alii

AiiAINsr Till

MORMONS.

Iroui I tali ami delegate
elect arc very much alarmed over the in‘•-iitiim .1 tin- Administration with regard
u affairs in that
section.
Bills to prevent
and punish polygamy and to enforce the
I nited .states laws in that
Territory are
pending before the .Judiciary Committee
< l
both houses, while the President is believed by them to contemplate sending
additional troops there and placing General Sheridan in command. The new legislation it is proposed to base on a memorial lull ol e .inplaints from the Gentiles,
It.-

delega'e

x-Congressman Pilch appeared before
the Senate .Judiciary Committee to-day
and argued that this memorial was full of
misstatements and errors, and purposely
i

misrepresented
Mormon iaw.

the text and intention of
The friends of the Mor-

charge that this sudden renewal of
the old warfare is nothing more nor less
than an attempt to depreciate their property and compel its sale under cover of a
intention to break up the Mormon systems.
Should this legislation fail to become a law for want of time this session
it is believed that it is the President’s intention to appoint a new judge in Utah,
and go ahead and put Brigham Young on
mons

trial.
TIIK LOUISIANA

KLECTION.

The Senate
« omraittee
(,n
Privileges and Elections
reported to-day in part on the Louisiana
use. in
which they say the election of
Greeley electors was certified to by the
Governor the official returns of the elec-

Washington,

tion

ing

Feb.

CREDIT
Mr.

Id.

have not been counted by the ReturnBoard created by the laws of Louisiana

lor that purpose, and the person who in
fact made this examination and count had
The election
no legal authority to do so.
of the Grant Electors is certified by the
Lynch Returning Board, but. the Board
•lid not have the official return before
them and their election is not certified by
the Governor of the State, as required by
the Act of Congress.

ing into the Atlantic, and another on the
Mississippi or one of its tributaries, was

taken up, and he addressed the Senate in
its favor.
In the House, Mr. Butler, from
the Conference Committee on the bill to
amend the Bankruptcy law, made a repart, agreeing to the Senate bill, with a
lew verbal amendments.
The report was

adopted.

In the Senate

agreed

to

Treasury

Friday,

a

resolution

was

directing the Secretary of the
to transmit a statement of the

net earnings of the Union Pacific Railroad
and Central Pacific Railroad tor 1870 and
1871, showing the receipts ot freight and
passengers, amount of running and other
details. The Library Committee report
adversely upon the bill providing for an
international copyright. The bill to provide for the distribution of the Geneva
award was taken up and discussed without action.
In the House the military
academy appropriation bill was amended
and passed.
The Senate was not in session Saturday.
In the House, the bill
appropriating $130,000 for a government building at
Covington, Ky., was passed ; also a bill rearrangthe
judicial districts of Mississippi.
ing
The House then took up the bill reported
from
the Committee on Naval AfFriday
fairs tor the payment to Wheeler Hubbard
or heirs $1333.33 in full satisfaction of the
balance of his actual loss and the damage
ascertained by the court of claims for the
use by the government of several millions
of his patent fuses for naval shells and
rifle cannon explosive shell during the rebellion and for the transfer of his patents
to the United States.
In the Senate, Monday, Senator Pomeroy asked for an investigation into the
charges against him for bribery, anil a
committee was appointed for that purpose, consisting of Messrs. Frelinghuysen,
Buckingham, Alcorn, Thurman and Vickers.
A number ol amendments to the
postal appropriation bill, relating to mail
service on the ocean, were offered. After
a long discussion the Alabama claims bill
passed in its original form. In the House,

Ames

Mr. Ames

MOBILIER.

present.

on

Book.

His

and

The Committee,

sat with

Tuesday,
produced his fa

He

memorandum book, and showed the

mous

following entries—
The lirst entry was read as follows: It
dated Tuesday, Jan. 14, 1868, Henry
Wilson to credit by cash $70 on account
of Credit Mobilier stock ot America. Then
followed an entry under date Feb. 10th.
“Paid Henry Wilson $584.” The witness
testified that entries were not in all eases
made at the time ot the transaction. June
22, 1868. a statement of Henry Wilson’s
account showing $1200 in U. P. K. If.
bonds. $950 in Cedar Rapids bonds, a
calculation of interest and a check tor
$228 given to him.
was

mi;,

dawks.

was the month immediately succeeding
BATCHELORjS^ HAIR DYE.
my nomination lor the office I now hold,
This splendd Hair Dye la the best in the world.
and the total deposit was $1968.63, and The only T ruej and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
there being no previous deposit later than and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill efthe 1st oi June, it shows that the amount fects of bad dyes
and washes. Produces Immediately a superb Black or Natural Brown, and
was the accumulation ot monies
to
paid
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
me during the intervening three weeks.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all
This is also proven by the dates of the Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop., X. Y.
lylOsp
three checks deposited. One check was
for $1,863, dated June 13th, signed by J.
N. Seymour, since deceased; one for
MARRIED.
$250, dated June 12th. signed by E. C.
Cardine, and one for $500, dated June
lu Northport, Feb. 6, by F. A. Dickey, Esq., Mr.
17th, signed by T. Denny & Co,, none of Adalbert
O. Dickey and Miss Geogle E. Lane, both
them having the slightest connection of N.
In Waldoboro’, Feb. 8. by Isaac Reed, Esq., Mr.
with the subject of investigation before
George E. Spear and Miss Catharine A. Wallace,
the Committee or the deposit of Botts for both of W.
At Boston Highlands, Feb. ft, Edwin F Hathaway
1
am
were
me
$200.
positive they
by and
paid
Mary V. Wood, of Ellswcrth.
my step-father Mr. Matthews, on account
In Bucksport, Jan. 26, Mr. Charles H. Joy of
of a debt he owed me in Dec. 1867.
I Ellsworth, and Miss.Hattie E Grindle of Orland.
Jan 20, Mr Ambrose H Abbott and Miss Abbie L
paid $455 tor a piano of Steinway & Co., Hutchings,
both of B.
In Franklin, Feb 1, Mr William T Havey, Jr, and
through W. G. Metzerolt for his daughter,
Miss
E Deuplicy, both of F.
Carrie
the check for which is on the bank and 1
In Rockland, Feb 4, Mr Zenas O Bragg and Miss
agreed to wait for the most of it until the Emma A Kalloch. Jau 21, John Clark
and Su9au
summer, when he expected to be better Chandler, all of K. Feb 5th, Mr Henry O Davis of
Rockland
and
Miss
Hannah
of SouthE.
Stetson
able to pay me.

Death

Sudden

Ex-Gov. Geary.

of

Hakrismjru, Feb. 8. Ex-Gov. Geary
returned from New York last evening in
apparent good health. About 9 o’clock
this morning, while breakfasting with his
family and in the act of helping his little
son, his head suddenly fell back and before medical aid could be summoned he
was dead.
It is supposed that heart dis-

The witness then turned to January 11, j
ease or apoplexy was the cause.
( itizens
1868. and read as follows; “Mr. Dawes, are
greatly excited and much sorrow is
Credit Mobilier of America, Jan. 11.
expressed on all sides.
$xoii; January 14, $2:15; total, $1,035.”
Witness in explanation of the entries, said
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
the $1,035 was the par value ol the stock
and interest on it up to that time. This
ot'tlie inanv Poles immigrating to this counsum was paid to Mr. Dawes.
try. it is remarked that a very large percentage
Witness then turned a leal in the back are journeymen tailors. This is doubtless owing
ol the hook and exhibited an entry withto the mutual attraction between iiie needle and
out

date under the head of cash account

;

“Dawes by cash, $2,035; amount due on
bonds, $1000; Credit Mobilier, $1,000;
I'nion Pacific $1,000.”
In addition to this Mr. Ames stated that
Mr. Dawes took the bond and paid the
difference between the 80 per cent, dividend and its value.
THU COLFAX

passed

launched, owing, no
and ..ne was seriously injured, as
pain,
lhe la. sic- were cut and the boat fell into
he sea
When the so.. boat had got
wen-

Speaker (Blaine).

were

administer oaths. Orders were introduced
a board of trustees of the normal schools, and one looking to a law for
better salety ot passengers on railroads.
Act incorporating the Island Railroad from
Ellsworth to Mt. Desert was reported,
also resolve providing for a geological
survey of the state, appropriating ten
thousand dollars for the same. Ought
not to pass was reported on bill
allowing
certain railroads to construct branches to
manufacturing places. Resolve in favor
the v. -sel prevented the rescue ol his wife of setting apart the public lands as a
and two other children, and they went national school fund passed to be en
town with the ill-luted vessel.
The engi- grossed.
In the Senate Monday, the bill for charneer made tractic efforts to save In's wile
,uid children
He was jammed between ter for a railroad from West Waterville to
Orders passed that
the c .ok-hoiise and the gunwale and re- Augusta was tabled.
ad \ .al dreadful injurie-. and though atter- the Committee ol the Legislature be invar.ls rescued, i- in

large number of the bills were presented and referred. The resolution instructing the Committee on Appropriations to
include in the miscellaneous appropriation
hill the bill reported by the Judiciary
Committee to adjust the salaries of the
executive, judicial and administrative departments of the government, was rejectThe Maine delegation
ed, si to 120.
voted as follows: Yea, Peters; nay, Hale
and Lynch; not voting, Frye and the
a

In the Senate Wednesday 5th, the bill
New York, Feb. 8. The detail- of the
terrible disaster to the ship Northfleet are
relating to placing obstacles on railroads
published in the London papers, from was taken up, an amendment offered, and
which it appear- that at hall-past ten at then laid upon the table. The Portland,
night the captain and officers were Saco and Portsmouth Railroad bill came
alarmed by a cry from the. officer of the up by assignment, and after certain
watch “a steamer is right into us.” The I amendments were offered, it was laid over
captain and pilot rushed on deck, but lie- until the next day. Passed to be enacted
lore they got there the steamer had run
—Rill amending sec. 95, R. S.: to incorinto the vessel, striking her amidships and porate the Appleton Mutual Fire Insuru’ting her below the water mark. The ance Company. In the House, an order
carpenter reported her nearly half-inll of passed requesting the Land Agent to fur! nisli a statement of the amount of
water.
money
The pumps were started promptly and received tor atom page on lands set apart
tor
since
settlement
and
some
the crew worked hard at them for
including 1870.
minutes, but when it was found the water Legislation inexpedient was reported on
was rapidly
gaining, a panic seemed to order relating to conferring police powers
Bill incorporatseize both the crew and passengers, and on railroad conductors.
the officers could not keep the latter in ing the Northern Aroostook Railroad
check
A aowd ol men and women had Company was passed to he enacted. The
rushed un from their berths, many only bill in aid of free high schools was called
The passengers had mostly up. discussed and tabled.
f dt clothed.
In the Senate, Thursday, nth. bill to
:.'tired, but a tew were undressing.
Hie noise ot the collision is likened by amend charter of Waldo County Library
Association was presented. The P. S. it
■ne of them to a peal of thunder, and such
violence of the shock that those P. Railroad bill was discussed, amended
was the
standing were knocked down. It appears and tabled. In the House petitions were
that the steamer rebounded and came a presented and referred, among them many
second time in collision with the North- for woman suffrage. Reference to next
fleet.
Water began to pour in, and in a Legislature was reported on bill concernThe Free High School bill
very short time the passengers quarters ing railroads.
were
swamped. The women were slower was recommitted. The bill in addition to
to rush on deck than the men, and many
chapter L'ti, R. S., relating to tires was
taken from the table, and an amendment
were not in condition to go until the water
oise threateningly around them.
offered by Mr. Nash, pending which it was
No one onboard the steamer was heard tabled and assigned for Thursday next.
In the Senate Friday, that body receded
speak, although tin- loud and eager
houts from the N’orthrteel nnisi have and concurred with the House in rejecting
made her crew aware ot the terrible dan- the amendments to 1 lie bill in relation to
She backed tor two or the solemnization of marriages, and tinger that existed
three minutes, and then -teaming rapidly bill passed as reported from the committee. The compulsory vaccination bill was
away, was soon out of sight.
Tor hall an hour the scene on the decks passed to be engrossed. Act additional
■ it
the Northlleet was appalling.
Women relating to Portland building loan was
shrieked, men cursed, swore and fought passed to be enacted. In ihe House, an
their way toward the boats, while the order passed requesting the Committee on

Witness

then

ENTRIES.

turned

the date

to

of

Thursday. March 5, 1868, and read as follows: "Received of Schuyler Coltax a

check for balance, $534.72.”
The next entry was a cheek on the
Sergt.-at-Arms for $1,200, given to Mr.
Coltax. but the date was not given. Then
the following: “Colfax 20 shares, Credit
Mobilier, cost, $2,000. 7 months and lit
days interest, $86.72; total, $8,286.72,
less so per cent, bonds at 97, $1,552.
Raid March bill, $534.72. $2,000 Union
Pacific stock, $2,000 Credit Mobilier.”

produced

statement showing a calculation of the amount
due on 30 shares, 20 shares, and 10 shares.
There were no names on it. but he testified that either it or a copy was shown to
each one of the gentlemen for whom lie
held the stock in trust. All the names on
the book having a cross mark affixed were
an

original

settled with.

THE

$10,001.1

DEPOSITED

“My

ougli shakes me to pieces,” gasps the
victim of that distressing visitation. Shake it
off, ihen, with Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar. Any cough can be put to flight with that
wonderful pectoral Elixir. Crittenton’s, 7 6th
Av.-nue. Sold by all Druggist-.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
Isn’t iL a rather disagreeable occurrence when
a young man’s suspenders give away, while he
dances schottisehe with a young lady who never
wants to sit down:

Centaur
There is

WITH THE SER-

11E ANT-AT-ARMS.

and
is

lameness which ii will not

no

strong language, bill
has produced

iiires

more

Where the

it is true.
are

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
caked-l>reast>, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

animals

upon

m

one

U

i*

year

counter-irritant,

a

healed without

The

recipe

is

It is

Have you any entry on this
any other book in reference to Mr.
Coltax ?
Answer—I have.
Judge Poland—Well, let us see it first.
Mr. Ames—Let us go through this book.
Judge Poland—No, we must see the

selling

as no

Question.

or

entry.

Mr. Ames produced the book and read
follows: “Friday, January 22. 1869.
Paid S. Coltax $60.75, interest on $1,500,
certificates of Union Pacitie R. R." Witness testified that the certificates alluded
to were dividends on Credit Mobilier. The
stock and the money was paid here in
as

Washington.
<,>•

Have you been able to find any

re-

ceipts signed by Colfax?

A.
1 have not found any yet; but have
searched carefully.
Mr. Ames also showed entries of the

character in regard to transactions
with Schofield, Allison, James F. Wilson,
Patterson. Bingham, and others.
Mr. Colfax appeared and made the bil-

same

lowing

statement.

a scar.
It is no humbug.
published uroumUeaeh bottle.

article

ever

beeaues it does iu-t
Those who

now

Centaur Liniment.
of

or

use

one

wruppei

requesting
<

cutaiir

it.

Liniment

dred doUar- for -pawned
and mules,

or

for

i-

or

worth

one

fVIr*

a

sheep.

hun-

Stock-
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US!^«

SEE

ac-

that

to close out

oi it at extra-

F. A

For ,1 ,ETT’S,
Mails Si. Reliant

No. ho

w nmrr ta te*.

MILLINERY.
Bry

MRS.

and

week

with

E.
:

JOHNSON will

R.

he winter

-rvSes

rotuu

whim

sin-
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will

Did
pioused to show h r customers. 1-Ylr II
Black, Brou/.e iinlotl.er be-irahlr shade.-. V.-iveti
anti
J*
Kibbons, Feathers and
Wines,-Jets
iricy

j

a a

f.
vi

■

A. J. HARRIMAN

Castoki \ is more Ilian a substitute tor Castor Oil.
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, remilate
the bowels, cure wind-coin* and produce natural
It contains neither minerals, morphine
sleep.
ni alcohol, and iV pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

KEEP

CONSTANTLY
ON HAND
ASSORTMENT OF

Ba ads.
FANCY HOODS.
II
and N eck Handkerchief
l;> v
.vo-Butt
Kid?
K it! M il tell
SiC., N.e.
L)IiKS.- M A KIND, Mi--.lav 1: -"i ba:•
winter stock «.i Dress anil iloak I riininii ; -.
■.
as Buttons,
F *iiljjes», lia ;
Te-t 1ciu
attention srivc
in Dee- md ( leak M
ee
Latest Styles.
—

AT

HHIUE8AI.E

OH

Which 1 shall

Belfast,
PUKE CCKHEUT,
Weekly for the Journal.
Bki.i ast, Wednesday, Feb, U’,
7 to
*9 60 to l;» Pound Hog,
Hour,
*>
Corn Meal,
S5 to O0;'Clear S’t Pork, $l»>to is
.io to 1.16; Mutton per lb.,
0 to
vs
Kye Meal,
90 to l.OOj Lamb per lb.,
uo to
uo
Kye,
so to
uo 1 urkey per lb.,
20 to 22
Coru,
55 to CO’1Chicken per lb., 1; to 2y
Burley,
J, 75to6A'5 Duck per lb.,
1ft to 20
Bean',
Marrowfat IVas, 90 to 1,00'(leese per lb.,
15 to 00
50 to 00 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$12 to 16
00
i>5to
Potatoes,
Lime,
$1.45 to0.00
«» to
Dried Apples,
o Washed Wool,
50 to 00
50 to 00; Unwashed
.'1ft to uu
Cookiii", do,
.ij to dsj Pulled
50 to 60
Butter,
is to ~o! Hides,
s 1 -2to
y
Cheese,
:t0 to 33 (..'all Skinj,
1? to Oo
Eggs,
u
to
H
Lard,
?5tol.5o
Sheep Skins,
10 Wood, hard, $6.50 to 7.00
7 to
Bert,
Baldwin,Ap*l-, 75to so Wood, suit, $.400 to 0.00
7 to
S Dry Pollock,
5 to 0u
Veal,
; to
s Straw,
Dry Cod,
$ftto oo

Feb.

.STOCK

■

IV

>

| Housekeeping

<•!

JUST

Meat and swift sewers by
or those competent to run sew iug machine .to work in either of the
o: straw hat, manufacture, sewing of
braid, or
of Men’s, I.ADiES’and Chil-

hand,

New Blaok

trimming

dren’s Hats.
Pay by the piece, wages good, and
comfortable boarding houses convenient.
Apply immediately to
BALDWIN & HILLS,

|

or

:

I

or

German Accord eons, Violins and Gn
l'aks, Violoncellos,Double Basse*,
Concertinas, Fli tin as,’Harmon
Boxes,
h.’as, Banjos, Musk
Violin & Guitar Strings,
and all Musical Merehan
dise, is the well
known store
of
>. C. HAYNES A CO.,
33 Coi rt St., Boston.
Iy43
(Opposite Court House.)

—

All Wool

16.

RECEIVED

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

Capital

Wednesday, Feb. 5, 1872.

Stock all

paid in,.$1,000,000
ASSETS.

Cash on hand, In Bank and Cash Items, $274,297,39
Rente and accrued Interest,.47,125.21
Real Estate Unencumbered,
448,175.60
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (1st lien), 460,067.13
United States,State, Bank and R. R.
stocks and Banks owned by Comp?y.)

At market this week—1034 Cattle; 793G Sheep and
Lambs; 16550 Swine; Western Cattle 1734; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cgws,
250; Eastern Cattle,
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs.live weight
Extra quality, $7 75a$6 00; First quality, $7 00a7 50;
Second quality, $G00a$G 75 ; Third quality,$4 50a5 75
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 75a4 26.
Hides- Hides 9 l-2c; Tallow GaG l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l*2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Calf Skins 16a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 50a
2 25; Lamb Skins $1 50a2 25.
Working Oxen -We quote sales of l pr, gth 7ft
$195; 1 pr, 7 It $180; 1 pr, ft 2 in $205; 1 pr, G ft
G in, $105; 1 pr G tt» in, $170; 1 pr G ft Gin, $145; 1
pr G ft G in, $150.
Store Cattle—Nearly all the small Cattle brought
into market are bought up to slaughter.
Milch Cows—Prices, extra $55a90; ordinary $20a
50; Store Cattle $16a50 per head.
Sheep and 1.a mhs—Western Sheep cost lrom
G l-2a8 1-2 per lb, delivered.
Swine—Store Pigs—Wholesale 5 l-2aGc; retail
0a7 l-2c per lb.
Fat hogs—16400 at market; prices,
5 l-4a5 l-2c per lb.

\

LIABILITIES.
All

outstanding claims,

J. D

GEORGE L. CHASE, President.
BUNNE, Secretary.
COX & FIELl*, Agent*, Belfast, Me.

\ (..!
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T!io Florence uuu
Original Howe

Srwiiii**
Mai-linics!

For sale on «m .'i
<.i-!i in*t dim.
Machi»
Stitching m .i
-i
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•!,
iij- \\
MI NO, F E L1 N *, «>::!> IN <. ill: \1Ih
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Just Received.

«

FLOKENCE SEWING MACH1N E.S
j

WATERPROO F S
Black, Green, Blue and Drab

Waterproof selling under
price and CUT FREE of

at

MOsT UFA SON A HU-

Fl? .'OF*-

i... r;
r}j,..
\ :.. ]

kinds made to order. Ikim.i.i .,
:,
II all
to itie making .0 «. i- N IS >di e. !i
X t
UNDHKLAKMI|

!

first national fire Insurance Co

STAMPING FOR BRAIDING DONG

_

\V. Price SI.on!

W. K.. IVJL O R ISO M

!

A

50 Mam

••

Up otairs,

evvr

r<i i\*et.

C AKi is &. Mot; I so Vs Hardw.tr>-

Bank,.

Accrued Interest.

Office Furniture, &c.,.
LIABILITIES.

$69,575.00
55,100.00
46,424.67
13,780.51
1,295.83
300.00

experienced the same reduction as other goods and

®
B

W

g*
P

O

<♦
2*5
® ^
“
C? S'
* S'
g“Mo
# “*1

®

unpaid Losses,.$16,300.00

Losses by Boston tire Nov. 9th, Paid,
$60,678.89
Losses paid since organization, Jan. 1869, 303,869,47

_.

1
<»

DIRECTORS.

this

de-

The

FEATHERS. &c.,

Constantly

THOMAS RICE, Shrewsbury.
OFFICERS.
E. A. Goodnow, Prest. & Treas’r.
C. B. Pratt, Vice Prest. & Man’r.
Gko. P. Field, Secretary.
Geo. E. Kendall, Ass’tSec’y.
Office : 410 Main Street.
COX A FIELD, Agents, Belfast, Me.

on

hand.

No power la so costly an that of human
muscle,
fifty per cent, ol the power required to run a
may be saved by using the

REMOVAL !
SMALL, M. D.,Physician
Surgeon,
ELMER
Miller and Con*
Belfast, Me., Residence
Main
Caldwell’s
Sts. Office
and

corner

over
Bookstore,
(Formerly in Mitchell’s Block,) Prompt
3wl*tf4
attendance given to night calls.

“LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

MAKES

LOOK

THE

Call and

see us

convince you
words

are

and

on

G. W.

Church St.,

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

Dec. 13,—1!24

facts.

BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block.

BELFAST.

out Is ROBINSON’S PATENT

» jteli
ONLY 95 OF.NTS per pnekagpaekag. will
build One Hundred and Kitty f ires! without »ha\
1’he above can be found nt Wells p j. 111
Store.
APo Nice Valencia (L augt s vtr\
cheap.
Fayal Oranges only 95 cts. per do/. Nice, 1
«d»
Messina Lemons
Only :tO cents per do/, n, l.
Figs onlv 1? cts. per pound. Spit/enburg KlmdIsland Greemugs, and Baldwin
Apples. \ tr.sh
Mock ot Fruit will be received at WELLS’ Fill It
STORE, by every Boat, which will be sold V.-rv
Lowimao

will

STI^OH

With the least and most simple machinery ol any ;
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WTOARs ;
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal termN. Don’t \
fail to call and examine.

§ress
treet.

we

by action that our

founded

bestthiug

Fire !

ingsl

Sewing-Machine

H. B. FAY,
C. S TURNER,

VU' ^*sl)riV*.'Vagon.

Five Kimllev !

STRAW MATTINGS.

S
k{

Wagon!

Fire !

5>

oi

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!
and

I*

partment.

i»
°

fl ^ H
Q 2. LJ

2.P
Toq

E. A. GOODNOW, Worcester,
K. C. TAYLOR,
T. W. WELLINGTON,
HARTLEY WILLIAMS,
W. H. DEXTER,
44
J. D. LOVELL,
GEO. DRAPER, Milford,
C. B, PRATT,
Worcester,
HIRAM FOBES,

Business

adapted lor general iim-t hull un\
■HHaflHiy^lMUr^other wagon made. Fateut right
tor sale by d. X. S IFW UU UaL nt.-e Bv!t >: oi
JAMIsS MITCHFLL, Travelling agent.
9nio.-d>

tion of the trade
to

Maim

COMMON SENSE

call the atten-

we

$186,476.01

$170,176.01

j

Flannels fi-Woolens

I w.:

delta,et,

For Gents’ & Boys’ Wear have

RUNNING"j

“DOMESTIC”!

ASSETS.
on Mortgage Real Estate,
on Collaterals,.
Cash on hand and in
Prem’s in course of transmission,

All

DOMESTIC NECESSITY!

THE “LIGHT

18 7 8.

Loans
Loan*

CONSUMPTIONiCAN BE CURED.

LUXUKY !

Worcester, Man.

January 1,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DOMESTIC

u

#«* I tie best ijualit) :*i COlluV.
ti i\, oil.
I li !i is A PS, and at t .'tv'i ’i" I.;* d S ki nds oi
\%. i,
Machines constantly on ji.tiei.
Agent -torCARTFICS I'KI Fit I'FOll] .MMERs
fl.e best l>re
Good- and I i tnutl JLrnn.ci
rm*
market.

Try

CHARGE when purchased of us.

A DOMESTIC BLESSING !
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QUIET DOMESTIC

You will always hint
in a first-class Saloon.
l’.
Bolfast, Deo.
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Hartford fire Insurance Comp'y
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receiving every week trom New York and
itoaton, goods of every description in my line, and
it vou want to buy cheap give m,- a call.
K. F. WELLS,
17 Main St.

Rotary Valves;
Drums, Cymbals, Flutes,i Piccolos. Fifes,
Flageolktks, Clarionets, French and

Monday, Feb. lu, 1872.
BUTTEK
We quote line fall New York and Vermont butter at 36a38c per lb: prime dairies at
30a33c; good New York and Vermont 30a33c; Canada
at 32a33e; good 28a30c; line Western 30a32e; medium
20a25; common at lualoc.
We quote line Ohio, New fork and
CHEESE
Vermont at lu l-2ul?c; medium do at 15 1 zalGc,
common at 12al4c per lb.
FUGS—Wo quote it 33a34c per dozen.
BEANS We quote choice mediums $2 75a2 8u;
good do at $2 50a2 GO; prime Northern and Eastern
beaus at $3 G2; common do at $3 25a3 50:
pea
yellow eyes a: $'•< 50 per busn.
POULTRY—Sales art- made at 17alSc per lb for
choice lots of Western Tui keys, and ISalGe for good
do; Western Chickens at 12al5c; Quails $1 50 per
doz, and Gr< use are firm at 65e per pair.
POTATOES—Jackson Whites at 85a90c; and Early
Rose at buaSOc per bush.
APPLES -The demand lrom the home trade is
light aud the only business done is for export.
HAY—We quote prime hay at $26, common
Hay at $20a24.
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anxious to close

St., Belfast.

Fringes.

Fancy

BARITONES,

German Silver

td'

Chignons and Braids
Veil Braiges.

BASSES,
CONTRABASSES, ORCHESTRA CORNETS;
Braas

B——

Spring Trade

Shirt Bosoms of every
Style, Price and Quality.

of

prices
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d trrt
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Embroideries and

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
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THE PEACE TO PURCHASE

ALTOS,

HAYFORD BLOCK,

I

GOODS!

We have made

we are

Linen Collars and (Jufts.

Milford, Conn.

CORNETS,

prices.
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Goods, <£c, | WORSTED DEPARTMENT.
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Wholesale and Retail,

at

No. 80 Main

BELIAST

('orrfeted

LAHlth

sell,
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RETAIL.

10, 18?:!.
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VERY LOW FOR CASH.

No. 60 TvtuLii Street.

I y r20.

1

out the entire stock

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&e., &c.

12 Samples ov mail. oil cts, retail quick for $10
li. J„. Wol.CoT'I’, is| Chatham Sq.. X. V.

Goods,

Fruit, Nuts,
Figs, Raisins,

FULL

A

M

■

Sts., Bkit amt.

Confectionery,

CO.

&

High

JUST RECEIVED I

IRON & STEEL !

New York.

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYKIJP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines t hat, will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in lact, clogging the action oi
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose,
tougue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ot the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs are a mass ol sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain rny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the gastricjuice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY', 8 College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by DruggistB generally.—Iy3sp

largest part

j_c

t:o„ I'rupr’a, Boston.

HAMPTON IttO’S. LAUNDRY SOAP, Beat :n
market for washing purposes.
PACKER’S LIGHTNING SOAP.
it* : in the
world /or scouring and polishing ail metals,
chaining paint, class ,>.id marble ns by magic.
Klhll F a M l N EK A L SC A P. Superior for clean
inc Knives and Porks.
WORKMAN'S EAVOItir;:. Th.’ best Han! Soap
lor \Lw!> ‘ni'-s, Engiro .-r?, Hoot ami Shoe
M ikt-r-, P iuters m i Printer*. it removes
ill impurities ami renders tiie ektu clear, sole,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive, lot
chapped hand- Wholesale and ret.ii: at

ordinary LOW PRICES
We have a large assortment
in the different departments of

the Spring Term ot this well known institution
opens Wednesday, March ath, and continues fourteen weeks.
For u catalogue send to Rev. Ueorge
Forsyth A. M., Principal.
1 w31
<
STONK, Sec’y.

SAMUEL SNOW.

No family should be without Centaur Liniment.
< <>.,

the

SEMINAEY. BLACK

Frankfort, Feb. lo, 187.5.

owners—this liniment i- worth your attention.

*1. IL Rusk a.

willing

reason are
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BUOKSPO R.T

I

sweenied horses

screw-worm m

their annual

taking

count of stock and for

BEST, sold bv

Announces to the citizens ot Bciiust that lie Is now
In readiness to give private lessons m VOICE
BUILDING' or CULTIVATION OK THE VOICE.
Mr. A. having had more than twenty yours experiAtlclri ->h P.
ence, is also prepared to tune Pianoes
I O., Belfast.
Belfast, Feb. 6, 1873.—3w31-

HEREBY give to James It. Snow, my minor
son his tiifip, to trade and transact business for
1 shall not claim any of his earnings or
himself.
pay any debts of his contracting after this date.

to

bottle of the yellow

One

Ol.fax's explanation.

Mr. Collax then addressed the committee as follows:
Gentlemen- Last fall I was one of a
number ol persons in public life charged
having been bribed by gifts of stock in
the Credit .Mobilier, from which an enormous dividend had been received, and for
which certain legislation had been procured. 1 replied to these charges in a
speech at South Bend, Indiana, Sept. 26th,
1*72, in which, after showing that the
most important part of this legislation
had been enacted four years before the
alleged bribery, 1 responded to the personal attack as follows, which I read from
the Chicago Inter-Ocean of the next day:
“Never having in my life a dollar of stock
ol any kind, that I did not pay lor. 1
claim the right to purchase stock in the
Credit Mobilier or Credit Immobilier, if
there is one; nor do I know of any law
prohibiting it. Do 1 need to add that
neither Oakes Ames or any other person
offered to give me one share, or 20 shares,
or 2oo shares
in the Credit Mobilier or
any other railroad stock, and, that unfortunately, I have never seen or received to
the value of a farthing out of the 270 per
cent, dividends,or800 percent, dividends,
in cash, stock or bonds, you have read
about for the past month; nor 100 per
cent, nor the loth oi one percent.
I have
said that if 20 shares of it could be purchased at par without bringing into a
prospective lawsuit, it would be a good
investment, if it was as valuable a stock
as represented ; but never having been a
plaintiff or defendant in a court of justice,
I waul no stock at any price, witli a lawsuit on I he top ol it.”
It will be seen from
these extracts that I publicly claimed last
tall the right to purchase the stock.
I avowed frankly that 1 would have
been willing to pay for 20 shares, if I did
no! buy into a prospective law suit, but
that no possible profits could induce me
to involve myself in litigation.
I voluntarily abandoned a contract to purchase
at the rate 1 had stated and on the very
grounds 1 had stated, and having no certificate, no ownership of the stock in it,
my answer lo the charges then made are
the exact truth and then 1 accepted whatever odium might attach to the
willingness to purchase and hold its stock as I
then understood it. 1 will add that what
1 then said Iasi Sept, that neither Oakes
Ames or any other person ever gave or
offered to give me any of this stock has
been repeatedly printed during this session
with the essential word “give” omitted,
enterely changing Us sense. Mr. Ames
having sworn December 17th in his original statement before the Committee which
lie declared as (see page 21 of evidence)
embodies the exact facts that he could
not remember having paid me any dividends, now declares that iu June 1868, a
check payable to the initials “S. C.” or
“Bearer” for $200 but not endorsed by
me or any one else, was paid by him to
me as a cash dividend of the Credit Mobilier.
In answer to this charge, I repeat
that I have not the slightest knowlagain or
recollection or belief that I ever
edge
saw this check or any other check ot Mr.
Ames, till he presented it before the Committee, nor that I have ever been paid or
proffered by him directly or indirectly, in
chock, stock or bonds $1,200 or$l,000, or
$100, or any account whatever
Mr. Colfax further denied all knowledge of any cash dividends or Credit Mobilier stock until the discussion of last fall.
Mr. Ames never spoke to him of the last
dividend, or paid him anything on that or
any other account.
I come now to the bank deposit of $1200
in bills for June 22, 1868. and the committee will remember that I really invited
the examination of bank accounts by stating to them unasked that I kept my accounts at the First National Bank, where
all my checks deposited would be found
endorsed by me, whether payable to order
or bearer.
Difficult as it is to recall all
the transactions of live years in a public
man’s life, I will state to the committee
where all the money came from deposited
from June 22d, 1868, and will add that it

Cor. Main &
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Freedom Notice.

circular

containing certidc.at*-, i he recipe. A<\, gratis,

j

Soap? Soap?

Dealer In

HOWARD MANF CO.

jhronie-rheumutism.gout, running tumors, Ac.,
a

I

J. C. THOMPSON

W

E

#r( 4LL

remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,

Wc will send

Are

FEATHERS

WE

More than 1000 certificates

have been received.

Gta, W BURKETT & CO,

Said farm contains 15 acres of lund
good state of cultivation, 11 acres
mowing and tillage, 4 acres pasturage, cut 10 tons of hay the past seaA small orchard in good order.
son.
bearing 50 bushels of apples the past year,nearly all
grafted fruit, plenty ot currants and gooseberries.
1 1-2 story House, 8 rooms well finished. 3 nice
Franklin stoves well set, first-rate cellar and a els
tern that never falls. Wood House and Carriage
House and large stable in good repair. Buildings
all connected, with a good well of water at the
stable.
5 minutes walk to Church, Schools, Post
Office and Stores. Pleasant location. Said property
will be sold at a bargain if applied for soon, as the
owner is going West.
Apply to
1 w32
.1. DORMAN, Freedom.

the VERY

W

1 >.

SAMUEL WARD &

in

wish to inform the public that we have put
in one of HARRISON'S CELEBRATED
CORN MILLS for Grinding ami Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats &c.
This Mill is on Washington St., just above .I. S.
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
3wiO

before sold, and it sells

sutler If they will not

to

1.IN lib 1.1 AS I BY

VI

In Freedom, Me.

GRIST MILL!

what ii pretends to do.

sutler from rhemutism, pain

swelling deserve

1ST

are

OOo.”

j

Village Farm for Sale

an

all-healing paiu reliever. < ripples throw away
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
rendered harmless and the wounded

ill kinds. i'AlU’U < •<»1. LA.US, tOcentn a box
or 8 boxes lor
cents, in all siz. sand all tint oth.
better grade* of Collar*.
1141
II. L. LORD.

I

Bark Fannie, 392 tons, built at Sedgwick, Me, in
1857, lias been sold to New York parties, understood
al about $8000.
Bangor, Me, Feb 8—Capt .lames Armsiroug has
purchased the master’s interest in sell Naonta, ot
P McConville Esq, and others, have
this city.
puachased sell N Berry, ot Bucksport.

than have all other pretended remedies since
the world began.

FURNISHING GOODS
of

-•

ear-

ache, Ac.. upon the human frame, and of strains,

spavin, galls. A<\,

60 DAYS!

The subscriber offers lor salt- the
well known Cook farm, so called,
in Jackson. Said farm contains 120 acres of cxcelant land, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thickwood lands.
It is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
100 rods from P. O.,
ei the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same irom Town
House.
It it abundantly supplied with water from
2 wells am? numerous springs ; the house is a story
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Applv to the subscriber on the place.
EDWARD W. KoBI.RTS.
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872.—tf23

BELFAST.

yrices

■

Farm for Sale

Feb 8.
Sells Martha Weeks, White
Salem;
Georgia, Oreutt, Charleston, SC; S S Day, McFarland, Baltimore. Winslow, Kent, Boston.
E A Elliot, Sprowl, do.
12.

rheumatism,

<>t

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class wouamen at as
low
the times wil’ afford.
X l”l ING attended to in ill its branches b> mj
sell. I have also a lint' assortment of

!

SAILED.

marvelous.

good un assortment of TOdhK'i ; GOODS
grades, usually found in .*
a?

—

acres of fine land and an excellent orchard.
For
further particulars call on the subscriber at the last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfasf Dec. 19, 1872.—tf24

Feb 0.
Sdis G M Partridge, Buuker, Rockland
Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Boston.
1
Hero, Foss, Boston ; E A Elliot, .Sprowl, do.
lo.
Emperor, Welber, Portland; Gen Mead,
Patterson, Boston; Forest Queen, Lewis, do: Banner, Mat hews, do.

This

cure.

Call and 800

FOR

A beautiful farm situated In Bel—

SHIP NEWS.

subdue,

not

*,

20.—3m29

fast, 3 miles from the Post office,
containing about 70 acres ot highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A tine
dwelling house, barn and out buildings, two wells
of never failing water, and everything that goes to
make a first class farm. Also my dwellsng house on
corner of High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 1-2

ARRIVED.

swelling it will

no

New Sirin!

BARGAINS

Farm for Sale.

Charlotte Fitteld.aged four year?,
In Hancock. Jan 2, Miss Caroline Y Wooster
ased 38 years.
In Gouldsboro, Jan 22, Mrs Esther Newman, aged
s6 years.
In East Bucksport, Jan 28, Dea William Haynes,
aged 91 years, 9 months and 11 days.

pain which the Centaur Liniment

parts are not gone, its effects

are

The next entry was in dune, 1868, “Deposited with the Sergeant-at-arms $10,-

no

Will not relieve,

cfc Co.

The subscribers have this day formt-l;; co-partner
ab.ii* under the *t*. c>! a. V. Cihnore & Co., and
•? .?tot* !•••
wi*l con»iuue the business
-fou by
A. t\ Gilmore on the east, side* of '' river.
x. I
GILMORE.
MELVIN GiLM’/RE.
Lei fast, Jan. 1, 1678.—

F. STEPHENSON

B.

Belfast, Jan.

3rc21i

,H75Cr. K.

The best location in the city.
—Situated on coriaor of Church and

( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Same and Age
must be paid for.J
iu Frankfort, George £.,0011 of George E. and
Edith Mason, aged G months and 12 days.
In Koekport, Jan. 29, Mr. Paul Perry, aged 87
years, 9 months. Jan. 29, Charles E. Banks, aged
about 11 months.
Jan. 30, Mi88 Mary Adella
Veazie, aged 31 years, 11 months.
In Washington, Jan. 25, Eldeu W., son of James
and Mary H. Burns, aged 24 years and 8 months.
In Rockland. Feb 5, John W Havener, aged 21
years 4 months, Feb 3, Harriet, wife of Capt Benjam u Lenekin, of Belfast, aged 75 years, 5 months
ai.u 22 days.
Jan 30, Lizzie D Lace, aged 12 years
aid f> months.
Jan 30, Capt John Pillsbury, aged
07 years, 9 months.
Feb 4, Mrs Maria, widow of
The late John W. Foster, aged 58 years, 7 months,
and 24 days.
In Ellsworth, Feb 1, Agnes May, daughter of
Reuben and Susan Sargent, aged 2 yrs and 4 mos,
Jan 28, Georgie H, youngest child of SumDer and

PORT OF

-**F-

High Sts., near North Church, opposite Phoenix
house, good well water, 2 cisterns ah In good order.
Further particulars enquire at store in basemeut,
or,

YOUR

C-0-A.-X-!

House for Sale.

DIED.

Liniment.

BUY

EXTRAORDINARY

The i-ubscriber offers for sale his
farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3-tf

port. Same date. Mr Isaac H Ball and Miss Mercy
S Weed, both ot R.
In So Thomaston, Feb 5, Mr Lan Johnson of St
George, and Miss Nancy Graves of So Thomaston.
In Camden, Jan 27, John A Barlow and Kate N
Robinson, both of ('.
In Vinalhaven, .Ian 27, Mr Hiram E Delano and
Miss Martha A Wentworth.

We feel justified in saying that Duponco’s !
Golden Pill intended for females, is one of the
Grandest chemical discoveries of the age.

It

A CALCULATION.

Witness next

the Pole.

Farm for Sale.

IMPORTANT to FARMERS,
Oroce.ru, anil .tlercliauG Generally.
We will furnish you with information of a
legitimate business that will not interfere with your
present occupation and which will increase your
income largely.
Semi address and two stamps, tor
lull particulars, to
9ut tl
Employ kk, Lock Box 590, Chelsea. Mass

For Sale !
A superior made second hand « IFE,
second hand RHOH CLIME.

C

Also

HERVEY

one

I regret the untimely departure of
Irish Ned, but 1 congratulate you that he
I
'• nti lc. and the sun
dying,
was able to dispose of his property so
l’ ip mg tic >is\ in his roseate beam.
\
i,
lud-ianks lying
satisfactorily. But the lady ?”
There was a lot
\
•••>,.:. i-i-g.jt in l is parting gleam.
"I'm a cornin’ to her.
ot legal foolin’ after Ned’s death about
ii
.do. "' r'hr wave.-, extending.
1.
"!-l
1 glow ,.n ueh foamy crest,
the inquest and the probate of his will,
A
u portals of sunset ending
and l got tired of loaling at’Frisco, so l
: l
aw
;\
!nmines ihe ocean’s breast.
pat
made tracks up country and had a look
gin
iin* sunset, soft and t* ndor!
around the Flat. That was rather worse
<
! out r-liitu in the rosy glow!
in the way of poison, so one morning I
so
: n
grand m your hoary splendor! we rt arel took Buckar out of the corral,
an that In av* > below !
‘"V
hitched him up, got on top, and set off for
• •
roilmg u in-' that areeser boating
a s'- shing gallop.
All of a sudden I took
.* p1
s\v• .•? mi!-i
along the shore.
a tiolior. I’d never seen the Yosemite Vals ye are still repeat
1 moaning t--r iv-rmoro.
ley. and as it wasn’t much id a ride from
tin llat, I went right on.
Bucket' and I
!• -*-. thing
miu in mg :in* gray rocks meeting,
got along lirst rate, and we were down at
ii A :•
nulling. y< break in dob-fill roar,
tiie foot of the Gentries trail just after
restb -s roaming.
Mglntig on ie
’A
sun-down two days afterwards.”
rig
wild I v and ceaselessly.
"Here the romance commences. Go on.
! i!,- m-n-ni g light -r tlie shadowy gloaming—
ihe

B>

■■

Sea.

Hon.

s,

..

s

>

s..

.!

!
I'

lifelong sorrow.
hopeless crying of hope long d- ad,

!i

Tin-

a

that cannot borrow
iight from the brightness ti» d.
a fairer morrow.
Faraway in tb« future spread V

1

d« arth

ow

«

;on«-ness

'eaiii oj

to tin- -lawn of

Miit

P

ot

ho da <s it
aid iii 'idwu

in its wondrous -plendor
sublime and vast:
\
‘-an suiigs. in their myrtle grandeur.
Tojmm ms sung Tu the vanished past?

Tip.

»n\\

That
Wh"

mistake.”

"Her? Who! Intoxicated Injun Squaw?”
Here Charley burst into cursory remarks
which J shall not repeat, and then went

.»

To., deeply graven for Time to Wot?

on.

“No, the darlingest, dearest little atom
of leminine humanity that ever claimed
the assistance of mortal man.”
•‘Bravo! Encore! So you did not pass
by on the other side, like the man that fell

H.it ',*<• ’* r tip waters the light grows dimmer.
U'!)it. -w iug ,*=1 sea-gulls to west want ll>
i’ sit -pu's i«'ok down in a feeble glimmer,
\s tl:» crimson fades from tne opal skv.
I

sj|:ii >], 4‘p an ! p,-reliance, in dreaming.
I *; •
ove .m
more in tlif past‘that's tied.
And f in, v the rays .,f its hrightnes- beaming
!> im-Mow rad me< aroun I my bed.
so,.]

among thieves ?’’
“No; I got oil' and tied Bucker to a
tree, and then picked her up."
What did she say ? This is becoming
dramatic.”
“She didn’t say nothing. She was in a
faint and all over mud.”
“1 pardon your grammar.
But what
did you do?”
“Well, I took a chaw, and then I went
down to the river and tilled my hat with
water and splashed it right in her lace.”
“What did she say to that ?”
“She said Oh!”
Don’t wonder much.
What next?”
Well, I thought she might have got
too much water, so I poured some
whiskey
down her throat.”
consolation
for
“Spiritual
temporal misfortunes. How did ,,he take it ?”
“sdie coughed like fits, and then sat up
straight and looked^jp.”
“Well, what next?”
‘She said 'Oh dear.’and tried to get
u]., but she couldn’t do it, and then she
screamed and fell baek.”
"Pleasant. Hmv did you proceed?"
‘•I talked civil toiler
I'd almost forgotten how, hut my ‘Sunday go to meeting- manners came back to me wonderfully. and 1 tried to persuade her 1 was
not r Hoodlum lot."
“In which I presume you .succeeded ?”
"Yes.
After a while she put up her
back hair, and then told me that she had
tumbled off her horse and strained her
ankle and didn't know 'now to get to
Hutchings’ Hotel."
“flharming situation. You enacted the
role, of ministering angel."
You bet.
Whipped out my bowie,
md hod her boot and stocking in tatters
in two minutes.
Took he sleeve ot my
-iiirl. ni'l hound a (‘old water
bandage on.
Then kicked Booker in the r’hs, and when
he was getting his breath ho'sted her
up.
and so we proceeded along the trail until
we got to
Hutchings, where we found the
house in a muss and papaawlui skenred
so there is a
papa in the business ?”
Yes; good old fellow, too: was tremendously obliged to me and offered mo
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coin.”

“The reward of merit.”
“I got riled at that, showed him
my
six-shooter an ! asked him if he wanted to
insult me, whereupon he apologized like
a gentleman anil we all had .a drink.”

OK Till-: VOSl'.MITE.

When ! was at Harvard nit room mate
>som fri at 1 was 1 'harh y I
fespard.
H" v i' o' verv gc'd family. lint not verv
ittil
Including her ladyship?”
>1V.
when our ml lege career was
“No, confound you, the women folks
»tel eh d itld I took lliv seat in Hates &
t
-otirt th Goddess Themis, had taken her off'.”
“Proceed with papa.”
he went off to
|nisli liis fortune in the
“Wo had another drink, and got talkf ioldell S-ate.
<'liarlex was a queer sort of a fellow
ing, and 1 found out that he was Tom
Kemble’s lather.’’
"tea1
gn at exertion, but deplorably
“What! Tom that was in our year!
a
making good resolution'mid
a
m
carrying them into execution, and 1 hat delicate little fellow you used to
-dvixs geMing into scrapes
Yftcrlie make -itch a pet of?”
That's nbou* it. Poor Tom had peter<' a toflli
we;
we corresponded pi'cftv
'd out. and the old gentleman and his
"
and from lus letters I learned
:m i'!'
a.
Mm 1
is
c\-periinenting in a. new bind daughter had taken a trip West."
Tim family acquaintance faeiliated
other week.
Now he was in a
suit
rood' store in San Francisco; then he friendship ?”
1 -appose it helped.
At any rate I
am a
paper in Denver; then he drov> a
ween
Vulmru and Fiinsist Hill; stuck to them and went round together,
Mi n he was a billiard marker in Sacra- and Nettie and ! (that’s her name, Nettie
Kembb ) got tints, ami I spoke jo the old
111*■ 1111’. and finally lie told me that he was
n
lor
iii:' i eng in goal mines at Green man and showed him my hand, and told
• i
mil enclosed inehi- photograph to him hearts were trumps, but that 1 could
n
how he looked in hi- working spot diamonds it 1 d a mind.
“\\ hat c.'iru .jitl lie call to that
o'ee
1 could scarcely recognize tnj
He told me to come up to New York
.a!tx it iea I of formei days in the lanky
and lin’d see about it.”
A
giie. pictured on the card-board.
'Provident paternal. So vou came up
slouched cap perched on the bank of his
head, a wisp of handkerchief tied round accordingly?”
db>: n this morning.
Went and got
ais
neck, while hirsute appendages ot
liv'd up square, and started
right off to
Suinpsopio dimensions covered and on
1 •
circled : lie place where his (ace ought to
atnerey Park.
“Tone received wil It outstretched hands
hav" been
Hut his big ey es were there.
and open arms ?”
ii :
out just as true
ind honest as
‘Missed the post, that time
v•
Sent up
and
1 knew it was Charley, even
mv card hut they’d gone to a matinee
vear lug boots anil ; irri nl
at
tlie
\'hooter -lung at his side.
opera.”
••Where you followed without delay ?”
.Me stuck iothe mines all spring anil sum
“Straight oil'. That fellow at the office
and V letters were full ot hope and
tin
’weme some change, lor I gave him a
-ad atnt w:,!i sueees-. until all at once they
ill' bill and didn’t wait lor mv stamps.”
t up. i suddenly and nothing more was
“Prices are high,but not so bad as fifty.”
heard of liini
1 was wondering what had
“1 ran round the house until
—me m him. whether he had conn
to
they wantSaid I was mad.”
and was ashamed to write me bad ed to put me out.
gia
“A conclusion uncharitable in the exnew-, or whether a worse fait had over
a a n
a
him
the wilds of the far West. 't'eme. but pardonable under the eiremnle it ii aes of si.111,- of his friends, I stances.”
■We were having a talk about that
■in
one •'( them could tell me
anything
>
e
nt
I was fain to sit still, ltnp- j when the people came out. and then they
in:.
let me go, and I waited to see the crowd
g against hope that lie would turn up.
< me
veiling ! was all alone in my room pass, and Jack, when she and Iter father
v iTehiag the
flickering light of the lire- came along, I telt all of a heap, and iust
stood still and looked right at. them, and
iglit play over each familiar article of
iroitun too lazy to get up from my chair she looked straight in my face and never
rid He gas. when I heard a violent -topped, and she’s forgot me, and T’m
tor. and presently a figure
going bark to California to-morrow.”
ling -if flic
... n fie doorway.
At first [ did not Here poor Charley covered his face with
•eeogih/.e my old chum, but when I heard his hands and broke down.
Hold on. did you get shaved to-day?”
of
ent
voice niv tears and
!■ u'js
melted away, and I welcomed
“Pretty much all over.”
The tonsoria! operation may have
im a- one come hack from the dead.
altered your identity.”
•Why. Charley, is that you? YVhe>
He lilted iiis flee up and a
haV"
oil
iieen ? When did you get in
gleam of
ill town?
How’s things in general?’
hope dashed over his features. I took
Yes; it’s me.
Go; tn from California down the photograph and led him to the
this norning.
glass.
Things is first rr
See there.
Look on this picture and
Why what a swell you are. Why
didn’t y.iii come right here? Where have on that.”
“1—don’t—think—I shall go back to
you been? i know there’s something up.”
Guess you’re about right. Hit it tliar, the Flat to-morrow. What shall 1 do?”
Interval for reflection.
paid. Yoirbet.”
“Was your address on your card ?”
And then lie relapsed into silence and
“Yes. St. Nicholas.”
demolished a lavender kid glove in try“.Tust you stay here to-night and wc’il
ing to take it. off.
What’s up old man 'J Let’s have it. have .a chat, and see if they don’t call tomorrow or write.
Go ahead.”
Perhaps there is a letWell, i ain't right sure wtiat’s up. ter there now.”
I’ve struck a lead and it looked no end of
“By -love, you're right. Let’s go and
good, and now when I take the. dust to j see right off.”
“Do take it quietly. I don’t expect anv
the ~tore it won't sell.”
Flense to interpret, and bear in mind such thing.”
“But I do.
Will you come, for if you
that 1 am not as learned in mining lingo
won’t I’ll go alone.”
as you are.”
•Well, then, here goes.” Hut it didn’t
Up he got, and, nolens volcns, I was
obliged to accompany him, for I feared
g”
that he might do something rash in his
Hard tip? You don’t look like it.”
\To.
Got half a million to my credit frenzy. We arrived at the St. Nicholas,
and sure enough a letter awaited him with
with Clews.”
■

1

■

—

1

~

■

■

1

1

■

■

"Woman ?”
“Yes,” and she’s the best little woman
in the world, at leas! I thought she was.”
And here the other kid glove burst up in
a most decided manner.
“Now. see here; vou have come to a
professional man. and if you want solace
and advice make a clear breast of it and
tel!

me

all your

storj'.”

Well, then, you know my last letter to
you was from Green Flat, the one with

the photo.”
"Ye«; I got it. There you are over the
mantel-piece in the costume of the period.”
"That mine turned out a real good
We washed out about seventy
thing.
thousand in two months, and then we got
rid of the concern to a ’Friscan company
at a million and half, sol am pretty happy
that way,”

a

Republican

Speech.
We cannot read a speech by Cox withan irresistible desire to lay it before
He is fuller of fun and
our readers.
philosophy than an egg is of meat. It is

out

impossible

apparently

to

the most

barrassing,
under

put him in

a

position,

even

incongruous ami

em-

that he will not go out from,

cover

dazzling rhetoric and
the man imprisoned in

of his

sparkling wit,

as

the moon slid back to the earth on a rain-

bow.
The New York Republican Association,
located at Washington, recently gave a
reception, which was largely attended by

the famous

and beautiful

men

women

of

disasters. Imagine our President driving
such a team tandem. [Laughter.] By a
calculation from the Bureau of Statistics,
assisted by the Ways and Means ot which
my friend here (Mr. Ellis H. Roberts) is
a "member and an ornament—[smile by
Air. Roberts.] 1 ascertain that a tandem
team of that number would reach from
the Georgium Sidus to the famous hole in
the sky. [Laughter.] With such a power
against us. together with the franking
privilege, do you wonder that some of ns
retire to domestic life !’
Let us estimate the horse-power in the
late campaign. Tl will be interesting as
a matter of statistics: A horse-power is
equal to a force which will raise 33,000
pounds through one foot of space in one
minute. The power of the current of
Niagara Falls—say 11,568,030 1-2 horsepower. multiplied bv 33,000, is equal to

SAKTF'O FID'S

CATARRH
RUICKIl

CATV

lie

Boston, and have

a

box

by return

N. K. monogramized on tho fold.
it and read as follows:

He

opened

Wednesday Evening,

>

Gmmercy Square. \

My I Ik a r Mr. Despard: I am so glad
you
have come. Could it have been you 1 saw at
the Academy? It was not a bit'like vou. and
yet I think it was. Please call soon.
Ever yours,
Nellie Kemble.

Charley yelled “she signs herself ‘Ever
Yours,’” and wanted to shout for the
crowd, but a happier thought struck him,

and before I knew what he was up to he
on to the box of a
carriage and
went up Broadway in the same style he
used to steer his team among the stumps
and boulders of the California wilds. I
followed him in another with the coachman, and in duo time found Charley’s
trap in charge of an astonished darkey at
the abode of his lady love.
“Glad to hear it, but about her ladyI came away then. Below
you have
the latest news from the scene of action :
ship?”
“Well, when the thing was done, and
Despard—Kemble.—At the residence of
the money in the First National, we all the bride’s
lather, January 1G, by Rev.
went off to the Bay, and Irish Ned got George
Newtown, D. D., Charles Desshot one ntglit. He lived just long enough
late
of
Green Flat. Cal., and Miss
pard,
to make his will and split his share be- Nellie Kemble,
only daughter of Thomas
tween me and old Tom Norris.”
of
Kemble,
Gramercy Park, N. Y.

leaped

my name. I told the audience that I did
not know what 1 had done to be taken for
so good a person.
It was accounted lor
by a little mistake of the introducer. I
am still more at a loss to know why. tor
two years in succession, your “Republican” association should have honored so
chronic and pronounced a Democrat. If
I had not since youth heen so consistent
in my

politics,

I might fear

some

capture

can

party

and hold me in

design

thrall to the
Administration. [Laughter.]
But on this occasion, at least, our politics are forgotten. In fact, in the last
election, your friends at home elected an
old Democrat, General Dix; and my own
distinguished competitor, who hails from
the Catskills of Greene, was indebted for
his nomination to the fact that lie was a
Democrat. So that, after all, when I come
to remember, wo Democrats succeeded
better than we expected!
[Laughter.]
For this success, if it be not too late, I return you, on behalf of the old Democracy.,
We feel it!
our thanks!
[Laughter.]
We are proud of it! The party you contributed by franking documents and traveling home in November to vote deserves
our sincerest admiration.
[Cheers and
laughter.] The risk you thus run in losing
your places was perilous and patriotic!
[Laughter.] For this we thank you. In
the name oi civil service and its champion
—the President—I feel almost as emotionally gushing as Twain at the “grave of
Adam.” 1 an ready to lean against one
of the pillars of our Government and
burst into tears of gratitude. [Laughter.]
1 read in a newspaper of this city that
there were two objects of your association.—first, to cultivate friendly and festive
relations; and secondly, to assist the
political campaigns by the use of the
franking privilege. I am only too ready
to believe the first.
I am a cheerful recipient ol the delights of your
society. And when I read in the Philadelphia platform that the noble Republito

and are

were

opposed

franking privilege, [laughter.]
that you did not
summer

mean

except

to use it

I

to the

knew

during the

to relieve and accommo-

date illiterate Congressmen who were unable to write their names, or, perhaps, to
show by your excesses how the privilege,
may be abused, and, therefore, why it
ought to lie abolished 1 [Laughter.] This
is noble and patriotic. For this we thank

you!

Judging by the large vole which T received—in excess of those who ran with
me—I am not certain but some ot you
voted for me. You need not speak out. I
do not want you to lose you snug places.
[Laughter.] Mr. Bontwell might not like
it, however much he might like to vote for
me on account o! my love tor the syndicate.
Mr. Cresswell might have voted
for me himself, but he would not like to
know that his clerks had done it.
(Jen.
tfrant, had he been a suffragan in New
York, and it he could have reconciled his
custom-house and other friends to the
idea., would doubtless have give me a
quiet and confidential, if not cordial, help.

[Cheers and laughter.] 1 hope you will
not he disposed to blot the party pn this

account
out of if.

I trust you will

not

read him

Grant, seated in his chariot, would

require

such teams to move the
earth out of its orbit.
Thank God, our
star is still safe, under the Administration.

1,300,000,000

J

FOR

To those having fund- lo invest, and those
i-m their income from means
who wi:
to wi"i
;ilread
inve-b-d in other le-s profitable securi-

mail.

n'--.

ORGANIC LAW OF THE SEXES

pany

ative electricity—proot that life is evolved without
union—effect ot tobacco—influence of lisli and phosphoric diet—modern treatment ol pelvic diseases,
stricture and varicocele, and arrest ot development :
ten lectures to his private surgical class, bv EDWARD II. DIXON, M. D.,54 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.;
04 pages, 25 cents. ‘‘Every line from the pen of Dr.
Dixon is of great value to the whole human race,”
Horace Greeley.

[Cheers and laughter.]

But once more, aside from politics,
[laughter.] is it not grand even to have
the negative success of a splendid defeat
in

am

and all Nervous Affections.
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like the sun in heaven; it is seen and
known and requires no proof.” It i- called
imperial. Its motto is “Excelsior.” In
fact, as the last election shows, it excels in
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P. UPTON,
No. t Commercial Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

Schooner for Sale.

Sch. ELIZABETH, well found In

pSails, Rigging,

Chains and Anchors.
Will be sold at a bargain. About 100
tons, O. M.
tf27
J, W. FREDERICK & CO Agents.

| GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.
$500,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.
We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old hand* with work.
An unlimited number of good vest maker* will he
wanted after the first of January.
They can he
supplied witli work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We have a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24
POTE & QUIMBY.

at moderate prices b\
.JOHN c. HAYNKS ft CD.,
; opposite the < ourt House], Boslou
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Yours truly,
proper.
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Since giving the above certificate, i have been
perfectly free from Catarrh, though J have been eon1 iDually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15, 1871,
A. M. MORGAN.

I have been alHieted for
twenty years, with Chronic
Rheumatism. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars lor
medicat treatment without benefit.
I on days vo
I commenced taking the
University Medicines
I can truly
say it has been more benefit to im than
all other treatment, l ever received.
My place ot
business in 137 Pearl street.
Iislmll be pleased o
answer all enquiries.
.I01IN

JOHNSON,

\o. Ill Main St..

For twenty five years 1 have suffered with Scrofula ami Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.)
Have p.iid <>ut
hundreds of dollars, and been treated
by several
first-class physicians without hem-lit
Sotm lour
weeks ago, 1 commenced
using flu- University Mi d
lcines.
At the time my lor. head and head w- ncovered with sores and sealiness ..| the .-kin; also
my tongue was covered with -mall ulcer-. I :m today free from all the above troubles,and can heartily
recommend these medicines to the aillici. d.
S. C. Ml NSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland .Ian. 24 ]s70.

This may certify that I had been
suffering w ith
the “Rheumatism” for five months, and at that firm
it seized my right hip and leg, down to the foot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried
many
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood.
Still I got no relief for seven
months more, all the time
my best, with ..
good advisers as we have in our city. Finallv I called at the New York
University
Branch, and the r
prietor said he could help me. So I commenced on
his medicine, and in four weeks I
thought 1 tell nlief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave my cam
at home and have been well
up to this tine f bree
months have passed.
DA V ID K EA / F R
Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870.

E

Attorney

For li tty years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a fearful uhvr broke out on
Three months ago ir extended from he
my leg.
ankle joint nearly to the knee.
1 could not nme
without great pain. In this condition I commenc' d,
taking the l Diversity Medicine.
At first, it drove out a learlul humor all over
nit.
Ina few days the humor began to subside. ..ml ihc
ulcer is now healed and I feel iik.- a new b.-in- 2
ELIZABETH CHAMBER LAIN.
Portland, Aug. W.
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Several Schooner*,Centre-Board and
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I had the Catarrh so bad tor several
year- that inv
head became contused and painful. I was
obliged to
get up several times in the r ight, to keep from choking. 1 employed some ot the host physicians in tincountry without benefit. I was perfectly cured with
the University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 121 Cumberland St. Portland.
Contractor on the Portl and Sc Ogden.-burg Ra iroad
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I have not felt so well b.-i years
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present time.
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ESTEY COTTAGE ORGANS

Cincinnati convention; [laughter,] then We will pay all Agents $40 per week in cash who
into the rapids—that is Baltimore; then in will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
a
rush of terrific thunder—that is the and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.
Pennsylvania election, and then in one
unbrokon vertical sheet into the abyss—
for Dr. Cornell’s Dollar
Family paper—John S. C, Abbott, the Celethat is November in New York ! [Great
brated Historian, Editorial Contributor, a $•> enlaughter and cheers.]
graving to every subscriber; profitable work for the
The Smithsonian Institute reports the whole or part of the time; rare inducement. Address B. B. Russell, Pub’r, Boston.
power df Niagara to be that of 11,568,036 1-2 horses. The half horse is, I suptn
tOn Per d*y> Agents wanted All
pose, a mule! [Laughter.! It is a horse
11/ 4/A.U classes of working people, of
and mule power, I may add, which never either sex, young or old, make more money
at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the
has the epizoot. General Grant’s known at
time, than
anything else. Particulars free. Address <i.
attachment to horses will account for our STINoON & CO., Portland, Maine.
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CIO. IK WKl.LS, Agent.
) V. M.
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PHYSICIAN!

Extensive Factories.

to recall
Consider other
J. ESTEY & COMPANY,
more interesting subjects which honor our
Brattleboro, Vt., U. S. A.
State—Hell Gate for example. [LaughTHE CELEBRATED
ter.] I ran from it, and perhaps through
it. From it to the lakes is a large district.
It is an honor to be defeated at large in
such a State. I have that honor, [Cheers.]
I call on Niagara, and with thunder of The latest and best
Everything that
improvements.
'1 he leading improvements in
novel.
applause she answers to the mighty Hud- is new and
were introduced first, in this establishment.
Organs
son, through the silver lakes. “It is great
and beautiful to run and be beaten in such
E st a bl is li e d 18 4 (>.
a Slate.”
[Cheers and laughter.J Did SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
you ever think of the magnificence of
Niagara in this political light? Niagara !
It furnishes a chance and wall of rock lor
four big lakes to j’ump from!
On the
New York side it j'umps fourteen feet
You cannot afford to use poor machinery, neither
further than on the Canadian. The Ameri- can
you manufacture profitably without having the
can eagle is proud of this
latest
of
improved contrivances known. Think of it
arrangement
nature ! [Cheers,] I claim the extra four- candidly ! Can you'( Delay no longer! Wake up I
Write A. S. GEAlt, 50 to 62 Sudbury St., Boston,
teen in ray fall campaign.
[Laughter.] lor catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
Consider Niagara again in this light.
Its Iron-working Machinery, and order right off the
machine you need so much.
sublimity consists in the vast power of a
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mighty current descending impetuously.
First, by a long inclined piano—that is the
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The University Medicine* has been tested by -<»
many, and its merits so well known, that tin- liu.
and cry ot humbug has lost all its scan
It has cured ovr 5000 cases in Maine within
three years, including all diseases subject t.» tl.iIt has cured over HOuo cases that could net
climate.
be reached with any oth- r medicines.
It has cured many patients alter tin ir physiciantold them there was no cure for them.
It has proved itself to be superior to :mv other
known medicine in the world tor tin .m
.>( :t :
forms of chronic diseases.
<i !•:<
HOTKL
CATAAUH (the mother of consumption,
|
nla, Salt Kheum, and many other di-.t-aM s hith. rto
>1 tin frit.,
TIioiiiuhioii.
considered incurable, readily yield under tr* minm
of the University Medicin**s.
,'TBTa This old well known and favorite Uoi ki. I Sl’EKMATOKltllOKA. the greatest destroyer ot
lias been leased by t lie undersigned, ami been reno- ! humanity on tin* face ot the (ilobe. Mow maiiv bevated, reniode'ud and lurnished, is now opened l«»r wail the loss of precious vitality without having t he
permanent and transient boarders. It will be amply slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood i- i.iii•
supplied with all that is necessary for the comtort vanishing and they are gliding into a state **. impami convenience of its patrons,
less decay.
Also connected with the Hotel are
loo strong language cannot be used by parents to
ltooiitft. situated in Union block, chambers over
council their children while young to guard a gainsW. M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, for
this horrid malady. By so doing bey may sav tin ir
-ons and daughters from a ruim-d’heafth, in-anit■*
the accommodation of Cc'imkucia!, Aolnts.
The undersigned’s old acquaintances and Iriends at
and a premature grav -.
Abut.-this evil and th.-r’*the Uynde House, where he has officiated a-? ( lurk
will be no more appropriations required to el :rge
since its opening, will please take notice of his iV w
our Insane Asylums.
I have curia! over 200b cases of this lite an
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
il
AjrCoaches to take passengers to and from the destroying malady within three years, in tin* .V-w
with
car>.
A good I.ivory Stable connected
the ; Knglaud States and Uanad i. I have invariably omul
I that the Inundation of destruction wa- laid b* lore
House.
VVM. K. b 1CK FORD.
t f: > 7
the victim was old enough to know ol its evi'-.
Thomaston, Nov. 1,1871,
!>o
not let false modesty stand :u the way of tr tin a t
before the constitution is ruined.
Persons afUicted with diseases will pleas- ,-aI
Mrs. Tas.
Gould
,send and get a book (fr*-*
wherein they wi'! tin |
their diseases explained, aud necessary rein- in -.
n A (C\ E T I C
A A it
Address
PHLKti SI'APLi. -.
250 Congress St., Portland, Mr,
Thousands of certificates ••an be piv-mr. u it necessary, but if the following are mo smlideut 1 -at
isfy the most sceptical, lu.ooo additional one w -u u
be useless.
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vaulting ambition ! [Laughter.]
Gentlemen, 1 would like again

It is

a Tonic and Invigorator and generator
healthy Blood. For further information.
Testimonials, Reports ot Physicians, &c.. send lor
our
Treatise.
Price, SI per bottle. Sold by all
Address
Druggists
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State which in two hundred years has
leaped up, as well as down—leaped from
twenty thousand to five millions ot people ! Its magnitude now may he measured by the enormous fact that fur hundred thousand people voted for me : and
yet I was defeated. [Laughter,] f used
to be elected in other States, by only
)K(IEK
twelve thousand ! Is it not impartial t->
be beaten by half a million of votes?
But politics aside, lor this society lias
other and nobler objects.
[Laughter.]
What a splendid history our State lias !
Some of us love to wander in the twilight of time and gather its dim traditions.
But we need not wander out of New York
State. Her Catskills furnish us, in Irving’s
weird stories, the tale ot the houseless, adventurous Dutchman, who slept out of one
dynasty into another. But politics aside,
[laughter,] your objects are noble. The
world is growing curious even on our continent.
Arizonian cities covered with
sand are being unearthed to show that
America i.s older than Asia. In London
recently a scholar by the simple name of
Smith has read the private library of King
Assurbanispal in choicest Babylonian
crockery. The most curious panteles. describing the deluge—1 do not reler to last
fall—have been road so as to give us in
royal Assyrian scripture the legends of
31 Cumberland St., BANGOR.
the days of Cusli and Nimrod. But arc
Ortifiiatew of ( iirei
from a distance by a lock of hair.
&*F*Fi'cuuiines
we of New York to be thus outdone?
FKK—O.NK DOLLAR KAt'll.
Some two years ago my daughter, -even war- old.
tf3
Perish the thought! I am airaid to touch
had a s.-vi re attack ot In uniatic and pleurisy :*
which left her in a very dangerous condition’. Her
this theme.
I may ask leave to print.
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general debility
[Laughter.] Standing on the splendid
We employed good physicianand sinking daily.
hills that make Syracuse more beautiful
without. benelit.
After liaving n early tie-pair* <1 *•;
her recovery we leeided to try th*‘ .\«-w Yol k Unithan Lot’s wife or her saline crystals, !
versity Medicine. In two months she was abb- 1*>
looked through the rich autumnal cerulean
g*> to school, ami has not been compell*-*! i<> m
film, and there, far up the valley, emday since on account of ill health.
CAP 1
11. 1 HOKNOIKi:,
bosomed in gold and scarlet and russet, 1
Is !St. Lawrence Street.
saw the resting place of onr Cardiff giant!
Portland, dune 25th, Is-; •.
[Cheers and laughter.] How long had he
lviual to tno Finest in theMarket.
1V»i; ! \.N I *, June doth, 1-.
lain there? Who put him there? What
fui~ is to certify that I havu li.rn adlicteri wit u the
went he into gypsum for5
[Laughter.]
rheumatism
r over tuvnrv years.
irnfaminatory
Did he ever have the flanking privilege 5
1 have employed most of the best physicians in
ami
hundreds
of
dollars tor no dieine
Portland,
paid
and if not. why not? Was he a defeated
without any p* rmanent cure.
Two years ago last
Alter <
The best Chrome, of
I’. REAM.
politician of the, early days, who condei
was taken with Khcumaf ic’leva r; oo- ii\,
March
fruit ever published.
weeks 1 was unable to turn in bed or n ed inv-.11
scended thus to be sculptured and laid
my letl arm and hand was ieduced to nearly half
Retail Price, $12. the size of
away ? [Laughter J These questions I Size 22x27.
my right one, and was unable to lift two
would answer, but for the polities which
pound's weight until last July, when I aw the client. ot the Luiversity Medicine on t lie dauglif er ol
they involve. When these questions are
Lap!. Wm. Thorndike. 1 railed on l>r. staple- and
settled who will care a rush for Cush, or
stated my case.
He said he could cure it.
I Lg.n
chase to its source the story of the mighty
taking the medicine with, tin- a •iipuneturnt ion.
lore I had taken four bottle- 1 considered m.
hunter Nimrod ?
1 know modern scienYOSEMITE
CAL more free from pain than I have been for t a but :
tists, jealous ot the tew greenbacks made
I have not had a n-1 4j.-.
years up to this tun;
t
Alter It. CHAM I’NKV.
consider it to be tin- only sun medicim tor tin
by the exhibition ot our Cardiff wonder,
above complant.
WILLIAM .1. SMITH,
Size
15x24.
Retail
Price. $9.
pretend that the giant was surreptitiously
late lirm of Pearson .V Smith.
put there for mercenary purposes. Thev
pretended that lie is not any older than
j,
Portland, Pel), l;,
Dk. N taim.k.s,—This may certify ♦ hat 1 li.-nl been
Barnum, or more veracious then the moon
So a.
| troubled with Scrofula all my life.
t Dr.,
hoax; but, as New Yorkers, 'et us repel
months since 1 became so reduced that I co i!<t i,
NEW ENGLAND WINTER! raise
the insinuation with scorn.
In this
my self in bed.
[Cheers ]
sent for you. With your direci Medicaior md l
But why dwell on our archeological
BY SaM 1 ARTIST
| versify Mi dieine I was in :;o mimit) s enabled
g.
marvels. Think of our wonderful present Si/e 15x24.
In one md-: I left l\.rtland
Retail Price, $9. i*l* and dress myself.
and travelled night and day in th.-somh orth, m
Nor
need
we
in
exgrandeur.
indulge
the least inconvenience.
i have sjmc fa .mi fre.
As
travagrance to glorify our State
i trom all of the above trouble- ami I
muoi ns. |m
a

Hut, Republican gentlemen and ladies,
most honored by you lor the second
time in being called into your social ring. |
It is a ring which has some political, but imperialism. But, polities aside, [laughNew York has everything to attract.
no partisan or malignant significance.
T ter.]
What a river is the Hudson ! What other
am sure that the member from New York
State or country evei was honored by such
—whatever mav he his political prepossesa
tor such a long liquid splendor
sions—ought to feel happy in being thus It palisade
has more lakes, and they arc clear and
enriched. [Cheers.] It is the magic ring,
wetter than the lakes ot any other Sh>t»
on which the
genius of good-will delights
[Laughter.] Its steamers on river and
to wait.
sound carry larger loads, with bigger
1 am especially happy because it includes within its pleasant clasp those of trunks, than any other Stale. Our m -ti
are more genial, more
heavy weights, can
the other sex. I am not prejudiced against
them. Tt might he remarked that no man fight more, get into jail sooner and nut
who ever had a mother ever was, or should quicker (laughter) do more deviltry, and
as a consequence, we have more penitenbe : hut I go outside of these natural feeltiaries anti more lellovvs in them, than any
As
between
and
irreing--.
boys
girls,
other State.
and laughter.) We
spective ot relations, T always preferred have more (Cheers
poor people and idiots, am!
are
misgirls' [Laughter.] Boys
had,
for them ban any other State.
chievous.
I never liked boys; hut this asylums
Our ladies are richer, dress finer, spend
prejudice does not extend to girls. [Laugh- more
money, break more hearts and wear
Indeed, for several of my first
ter.]
than those of any other
years, my mother dressed me in long larger peripheries
State. (Great laughter.) Our children
clothes. [Laughter.]
squall louder, grow too big for their small
By your programme I see that I am set clothes
and pants, and become twenty
down tor an address.
Let our splendid
old sooner by some month- than
.State be the brief theme.
I would like to years
disenchant you ol polities, hut I fear it any other State. (Increased laughter.)
Allow me, in conclusion ro make mv
will be vain. In youi opinion the greatest thing to he remembered in New York compliments lor your personal courtesies.
You will next year have ivi'h von untrom its earliest day is not, perhaps, her
able and accomplished competitor, Mr.
her
Arcadian
physical grandeur,
beauty,
her milk and honeyed intervals, her milk Tr •limine. (Cheers.) I need no! bespeak
for him
confidence and n sped
If
trains and Erie canal boats,
[laughter.] I mistakeyour
not, he will fill his place with
her sounding shores and her mountains ol
Dutch myths and blue mists; not her single independence am honor. Ho will
Rochester fall trom which Patch leaped, deal heavy blows at wrong-doing, and
not her greatest statesman. William L. illustrate the higher graces of statesmanBut if he receives from you the
Marcy, about which another “patch” is ship.
kindness which 1 have rei eived, ! am sure
yet remcmered, [laughter,] not her Ni- it will liberalize his
politics, chasten Ids
agara, hut a fall still greater; aye, greatthoughts, and help him to become one of
er than the fall of Adam—her last fall, or
rather the Democratic fall of last fall. the chief ornaments ot our Legislature,
as he now is a chief ornament iff ihe bar
[Cheers and laughter.]
ot our State.
1 fear that you are too proud of this
(Applause.)
achievement- But remember that pride
has its fall, also, larger than Niagara.
[Laughter.] Even over Niagara there
are rainbows of promise!
You will not
deny that you are proud of your part in
this political cataract. If I am not mistaken in the phraseology, I have somewhere read that the minions—minions, beloved brothers—of the Administration,
contributed to this more than Niagara’s
fall! Then, if you and I and all of ns did
♦ 10 to ♦lT) per acre. Fine Fruit and Garden Soil.
not fall down, one ol us did.
[Laughter.] Mild, healthy climate, Ovsters and Fish abundant.
It. was for a small man—a fall “at large.” Catalogues free.
H. 1*. CHAMBERS, Fedoral.and the leap ol Sam Spatch was not a burg, Md,
patching to the leap of another man of a
similar Christian name, and of a similar
in
I
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Conditions which impair verility—positive and neg-
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By the use ot l^EDKR’S GERMAN SNUFF, a
remedy which never has failed to cure this and all
other diseases of the nose and head. For sale by
all; or send 50 cts. to O. I*. SEYMOUR & CO.,
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huned and dead, yet, ^till unsmitten.
ve tnd bloon. in one hidden sp«a.
in Mi-mcry*> chamber each scene
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381.745,188,000 pounds, or 190,872,591
It would be thought the last tons.
the capital.
This current is equal to a team ot
occasion on which a pronounced and vet- horses, hitched at tandem, (allowing 16
feet pulling space to each horse,) 32,863
eran Democrat like Cox would be made
WINCHESTER’S H V POPHOSPH ITE iaachemimilesin length : which would reach around c.illy
pure preparation of PHOSPHORUS, one ot
conspicuous. But he accepted an invita- the globe and leave 7,866 miles to spare. tin- most important elements ot tin- Human Body,
and the ouly means bv which this LI FE-GIVI NO
-Her?”
tion, and being called to his feet, made [Applause.] The globe contains 33,325.- and
LIFE-SUSTA1N1NG element can be supplied to
000 cubit miles, or 4,903,612,190,400,000,- the system.
Yes; she was lying in a bundle in the the speech of the occasion. He said—
We guarantee it to be a certain t ruK
for
Bucker
and
middle of the road,
000 feet, and weighing 490,361,219,040.CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COI 1)S. and all
only
I was onc6 introduced to an
Gentlemen,
and
Affections,
Pulmonary
Specific Remedy lor
no
hoofs
and
General Scrofula,
shyed we'd have given her
I)yspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Physi
audience as an eminent divine who bore 000,000,000 pounds. [Cheers.]

to see light.”
"There wasn’t much to tie seen there, I
Those high elitfs and those
can tell you.
tiig trees cut it rough on sunshine. Why,
I nearly rode over her before 1 saw what
l was doing

begin
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BISHOP SOULE’S
1

LINIMENT

poMtivi cure ior Sciatica. Rheumatism, X ruralSpinal Complaint, Contracted Cords
Lame
Haek, .•sprains, &c.
It has cured cases given
up bv
physieiaus .is hopei.-sv ani. is niK only ckiuain
S'
v*t will cure you.
Tr>
Alw
procure large bottles for severe cases. Large
bottle- $L;'|0, small bottles ?.*> cts.
Sold by all
I
dniggists.
VV, ID l>hk & SON Proprietors,
t*osion, Mass,
Send stamp for
Hot skiioi.d
As,f Rook.”
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C. S. MALNIIAI/S Ol IKK, /
...
Portland, January •>:{, 1s:m D,Htnct of M:un,‘ S>
rnnis is to give Notice: That on the '.'Oth dav ol j
1 January, A. D, 1h7U, a Warrant in Bankruptcy
was issued against the Kstat.es, joint and individual,
of Josiaii A. Colcord, Cassius C. Roberts, Nicholas
I
Berry and Fred W. Fowler, of Stockton, in the
County ot Waldo, ami Stale of Maine, who have
been adjudged Bankrupts, individually and us partners of the lirin of Colcord, Berry &"< o., on theii
own Petition filed Sept. >:i, A. 1). 1 S7*J; that the
pay-

ment ot any del
ami delivery of any property belonging to sal I Bankrupts, to them, of lor their use,
and the transfer <d my property bv them, arc forbidden by law: that a meeting of the Creditors ot
the said Bankrupts, to prove their debts, and to
choose one or more \ -sigmas of their Kstute will
he held at a Court ol
Bankruptcy to he holden at flic
Custom lion-, hi Belfast., before Chus. Hamlin
l‘ w,l•. Register, on the joth
day of February, A. 1)’
1S7J, at 1 o’clock P, M.
S. S. MARBLK.
U. S. .Marshal as Messenger, District ot
Maine.
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Produce Wanted!
P'l> the highest market pric, loi ill kinds oi
|
FARM t RODUCK. Potatoes, Pr, se«i Hay, Apples
Unuis, Ac., Ac., ilolivereil ,1 I.ink's W'iiik* Ii
th“ Pity.
t
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,,

Kelfast,

Nov. ls"2,
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clear from *•» to $it» I•«
articles, saleable ,-m Hour.
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by mall, with terms to
day
Two entirely new
Address N. LI.

W Ml I h

OTK E

1. Iu‘.r/‘l.,y
that I will be
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at

to tlie citizens of Belfast
the store «>l Oakes Angier Satiudax
until.'» I’. 11., for the purpos.
1
1

afternoons, from
receiving taxes.

DANlkl. I,.

,.

Belfast, Sept.tf I.{

I’lTCH Kl{ ,Com.KrToK

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,
!“‘
J
0,2

*’Xtensive wharf in this city known as siim.
" hart, with
warehouses, See., thereou. l h*
at the head admits ships of the
largest elasbuildings art* suitable tor storing hav, salt mo
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce ,.r
merchandise, it is on.- of the best business sites m
on- city
I he Portland steamcrw make daily land
•nga at tins wharf.
Also, a lot. of land between said wharf aud Carter
for 21
lor building ves2 °/
for winch it has been useil.
sels,
The above premises will he
let, either together or
separately, on a long lease, to parties
them.
s

wafer
1 he

Mlil,vT'.; sluit'\bl‘‘

yard

desiring
AW),y,“ W. H. SIMPSON.

»
w
Belfast.
Id, l»7Vf.—tf 11
Sept.

